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1. Use cases for application of distributed smart embedded devices
This chapter covers the guideline for describing use cases as well as a list of use cases for distributed smart
embedded (SOCRADES) devices described in the annex to this deliverable 1.2. From theses use cases,
requirements will be derived. Use cases are dedicated to different branches and application tasks and are
related to all dedicated automation system life cycle phases like design, operation or maintenance.

Figure 1: Automation system lifecycle

Automation life cycle phases
Phase

Phase description

Actors involved

Specification

Specify the machine from a functional point of view.
Define the process and the different operating modes.

Customer, Integrator

Design

Design the system: Mechanical conception, electrical,
pneumatic, software conception, network topologies,
etc…

Integrator

Procurement

From the functional definitions, select and buy the
technologies: Actuators, sensors, I/O devices, PLCs, etc,
needed to fulfil operations.

Integrator

Realization

Build the machine, assembly of the actuators / sensors,
electrical, pneumatic, and network cabling, software
coding and tests, integration.

Integrator

Commissioning

Installation and progressive power‐up into the customer
production chain.

Integrator, Customer
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Operation
Maintenance

and

Operation and maintenance of the machine during its life.

Customer, Integrator,
Maintenance Personal

/

Upgrade or destruction of the machine. Decided by the
customer.

Customer, Integrator

Actor

Description

Phases involved in

Customer

The Customer is the reference for the process to automate,
and gives functional requirements in the specify phase.
He will accept the machine at the end of the
commissioning phase, be responsible for the operation
and first level of maintenance, and decide to upgrade the
machine, or recycle it at its end of life.

Specification,
Commissioning,
Operation
Maintenance,
Recycling
Upgrading

Integrator

The designer of the machine. Involved in all the phases of
the process, he is the only one who “knows” completely
the machine.

All, except Operation

Operator

Customer employees
production.

Operation

Maintenance
Personal

Customer employees who can change mechanical /
electrical parts of the machine

Recycling
Upgrading

Actors

who

uses

the

machine

for

and
and

First
level
of
Maintenance. Higher
levels are realized by
the Integrator.

1.1. Guidelines for use case definition
This chapter provides the template for describing use cases. A use case defines a goal‐oriented set of
interactions between external actors and the system under consideration. Actors are parties outside the
system that interact with the system. Actors are changing across the life cycle phases of the system
considered. This can be easily shown by a UML use case diagram as illustrated below.

Identify
Problem
Supervisory
system

<<includes>>

Replace
unit
Do maintenance

<<includes>>

Maintenance
engineer

The process
<<includes>>

Verify
Operation

Figure 2: Example of a UML use case diagram
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To be more specific, each use case will be separated into several steps.

To ease reading the use case section of this document, use cases are defined in a common manner according
to the following template:

1.1.1. Use Case <UC-Id> <Use Case name>
The UC‐Id is a unique identifier for the use case. The UC‐Id will be build by a “UC” and the number of the
chapter, followed by a consecutive number (unique for a chapter). (Example: Use Case . Industrial
Automation . Use Case no 3 Æ UC‐1.2.03).
The Use Case name is a concise description of the use case that will be used as a title.

1.1.1.1.

Description

Each use case should have a description that describes the main business goals of the use case.

1.1.1.2.

Step list

The step list represents the sequence of interactions necessary to successfully meet the goals of the use case.
The interactions between the system and actors are structured into one or more steps which are expressed in
natural language.
Each step is identified by a number, has a name and may optionally be assigned a focus.
Conditional statements <Variation> can be used to express alternate paths variations on the manner or mode
in which a step may happen. The use of <Variation> is optional.

No

V.No.

Name

Focus

1
2
2a
2b
3
4
4a
4b
4c
General variation
Variation 1:
Variation 2:

1.1.1.3.

Step description

Step <No>: <Step Name> description
A description that describes the details of the step shall be added here.
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Step <No> Variation <V.No.>: <Variation Name> description
A description that describes the details of the variation of the step shall be added here. A variation may also
be applied to the overall list of steps.

1.2. Use Cases from industrial automation
System presentation
The system, which is used as an example for industrial automation is a filling machine used in food industry
to fill up yoghourt jars. The machine is composed of a conveyor belt transporting jars, and filling system
with a tank.
The whole system is connected to a SCADA for control / supervision. The development tools are hosted on a
PC connected to the system via Ethernet. (ref. Figure 3)

SCADA
Development tools

Figure 3: The filling machine
The most important characteristics of this machine are:
•

Integration in a continuous production flow: It is possible for example to place several machines in
parallel to increase production.

•

Need for regular cleaning interventions, with a complete stop of the machine (including electrical
power supply).

•

Integrated in a production flow, and connected to a SCADA / ERP.

•

Relatively simple automation application.

•

Possibility with this application to demonstrate other complex mechanisms targeted by SOCRADES:
Agent technology for example where a component connects / disconnects itself dynamically from
the network, to interact with the application.

The machine is a simple system, without centralized PLC. This system is connected to a SCADA for starting /
stopping the machine, monitor its state, and count the number of jars at the end of the conveyor.
In the Design phase, the machine has been divided in three big functional blocks:
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•

The tank and filling system: with a motor, a pneumatic cylinder to action a valve, and yoghurt level
sensors.

•

The conveyor belt, with a servo drive, and presence sensors

•

The basic HMI: 3 indicators (red, orange, green), and a 2 buttons box.

•

Two analogue sensors for survey: tank level and tank temperature.

The whole set of sensors / actuators and machine organization is presented in Figure 4.

Mixer fault
Mixer
Error

Temperature
Level

Alarm
OK

Tank half full
Tank empty

HMI

Tank

Start cycle
Stop cycle
Close valve
Open valve
Valve closed
Valve opened

Jar presence

Jar in entry
Jar in exit
Drive
Drive status

Conveyor

Sensor
Actuator
Compressed air

Figure 4: The filling machine, sensors and actuators list

Note: This is a simplified demonstrator to present the use of SOCRADES concepts in the automation world.
This document is not the conception of a real machine.
De‐composition approach
Within the following chapters a system is de‐composed into components and their sub‐components. The
following definitions are made to enable unified interpretation.
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Tank

In : Start/Stop
Out: OK/Error

Component

Sub-component
In : Start/Stop
Out: OK/Error

Motor

In : Start/Stop
Out: OK/Error

Tank cylinder

In :
Out:

Process Interface

Process Execution (component name)

Connections between sub-components
I/Os connections

Figure 5: Elements for system de‐composition
Notes on real‐time constraints
Real time constraints are not explicitly addressed in the following use cases. However, two types of general
real‐time constraints can be identified:
•

Network constraints: This group will contain all the “low level” real time constraints that are
usually hidden for the Integrator. It will cover all the network priority management (IP DS field
prioritisation to separate critical control/command messages from less urgent management
messages), optimisation of the communications stack (Binary XML, UDP multicast messaging), and
“fieldbus capabilities” (heartbeat, error management, etc…). These constraints will be addressed by
an “Industrial binding”, i.e. a specific binding developed to improve the network response time and
robustness of the communications stack.

•

Applicative constraints: This group will cover the needs of the integrator. For specific components,
or group of components, the Integrator can identify critical paths and/or critical components. The
goal is to allow the Integrator to mark specific connections or components as critical in the
development tool, and use this information during deployment or runtime:

o In deployment, by trying to put all the critical components on the same device (if possible), for
example.

o In runtime by setting higher priority to the applicative tasks and to the messages on the
Network

1.2.1. Use Case UC1.2.01 Application design
1.2.1.1.

Description

Phases involved: Design
This use case illustrate the SOA conception: The software architecture is built from the functional analysis of
the machine only, by defining “functional blocks” (the components) and their interface.
This SOA conception is the first step to the complete independence between the logical view (i.e. the
software) and the physical view (i.e. the implementation on automation devices).
This independence is a major contribution of SOA to automation: The job of the integrator is focused on the
functionalities of the machine, not a particular implementation.
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1.2.1.2.

No.

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Functional design “on paper”

2

Transcription on the development tool

3

Interface definition

General variation

1.2.1.3.

Step description

Step 1: Functional design “on paper” description
The integrator has two inputs to start the design phase:
•

Functional requirements from the specification phase

•

List of sensors and actuators

From these requirements, it appears simple to separate the machine in three big functional blocks:
•

The Tank

•

The HMI

•

The Conveyor belt

All these blocks will be mastered by a central component to manage orders from the SCADA / ERP, HMI,
start and stop modes, etc…
Step 2: Transcription on the development tool description
On its development tool, the integrator creates its “filling machine project”, and draws the three functional
blocks. Since the management component controls the entire machine, all the blocks will be placed inside
this component. The four components will be named: “Tank”, “HMI”, “Conveyor”, and “Filling machine”
for the global management. The screen should be as shown in Figure 6.

Filling machine

HMI

Tank

Conveyor

Figure 6: Software architecture
Step 3: Interface definition description
For these 3 functional blocks, starting from the Specification phase, the Integrator can create the interface
definition (higher level of communications):
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•

Each block will have a start / stop input (except the HMI which is passive)

•

Each block will return its state (except the HMI which is passive): running, warning, error.

•

The HMI will send “start cycle” and “stop cycle” to the application.

•

The whole machine will receive a “start cycle” and “stop cycle” from the SCADA, and will return its
state to the SCADA.

In this phase, we can also decide how the functional blocks will interact: “centralized” way, with the
functional block “filling machine” sending orders to the others, or “decentralized”, each block sharing all the
necessary information.
For such a simple machine, the centralized option is the easiest way: Therefore, all the components will
communicate with the “filling machine” component for start/stop orders, and status report.
The Integrator can now fill the “process interface” of its components, and set up the connections: For this, he
should indicate in the process interface box the name of the data, its type (Boolean, Integer, Enum, Real), and
the direction (ingoing or outgoing from the component)
The application on its screen is shown in Figure 7.

In : Start/Stop
Out: OK/Error

Filling machine

In : Ø
Out: Start cycle /
Stop cycle

HMI

In : Start/Stop
Out: OK/Error

Tank

In : Start/Stop
Out: OK/Error

Conveyor

Figure 7: Software architecture with high level communications

1.2.2. Use Case UC1.2.02 Program application: coding the HMI component
1.2.2.1.

Description

Phase involved: Realization.
The first objective of this use case is to show the coding of a component, and how classical automation
languages can be used with SOA.
The second objective is to show another benefit of the SOA conception: ease of reuse of existing code. Since
the software is now independent from the implementation, a simple copy and paste is enough to import
existing components in a new project.

1.2.2.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

HMI detailed conception

2

HMI interface modification

Focus
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3

HMI I/O definitions

4

HMI component coding

5

HMI component coding: “Read_start_button” SFC

6

HMI component coding: “Read_stop_button” SFC

7

HMI component coding: “Indicator_management” Ladder
Variation 1 : Reuse of a previous component

1b

HMI component import

2b

HMI interface modification

3b

HMI I/O definition

5b

HMI “Read_start_button” SFC modification

1.2.2.3.

Step description

Step 1: HMI detailed conception
Starting from the design phase, the integrator has the skeleton of its application.
The HMI component is responsible for two main tasks:
•

giving the orders “start cycle” and “stop cycle” from push buttons,

•

Show the operator the global status of the machine via 3 indicators.

These two functionalities must be coded in the component. For the push buttons, it’s an anti‐rebound
system. For the indicators, a simple copy of a status given by the application.
Step 2: HMI interface modification
The Integrator has to change the process interface of the component: he adds an input called “machine
status” with 3 possible states: “Running”, “Warning”, “Failure”.
Step 3: HMI I/O definition
From the HMI detailed conception (step 1), the integrator defines the I/Os of the HMI component: 2 digital
inputs for the push button and 3 digital outputs for the indicators.
He can now fill the I/O connections box of the component. Each I/O can have the type digital (Boolean) or
analogue (real).
He creates 2 digital inputs:
•

Start_cycle_BP

•

Stop_cycle_BP

And 3 digital outputs:
•

Red_Indicator

•

Orange_Indicator

•

Green_Indicator

Step 4: HMI component coding
The integrator has now a component with all its I/Os and interfaces defined. On the development tool, he
sees the HMI component as shown in Figure 8.
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In : (event) Machine_status (running, warning,
failure)
Out: (event) Start_cycle
(event) Stop_cycle

HMI
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Digital
• Digital
Outputs:
• Digital
• Digital
• Digital

SFC list
Ø
Ladder list
Ø

Start_cycle_BP
Stop_cycle_BP
Red_Indicator
Orange_Indicator
Green_Indicator

Figure 8: HMI component with I/Os and interface defined
The integrator can create the three “process” of the HMI: “Read_start_button”, “Read_stop_button” (SFCs)
and “Indicator_management” (a ladder).
Step 5: HMI component coding: “Read_start_button” SFC
By double clicking on the SFC list, the Integrator creates a new SFC and names it “Read_start_button”
A new window appears where he can edit its SFC. In this window, also all the variables pre‐defined by the
development tools to reflect the I/Os and the interface of the component appear. The names reflect their
origin: IF_xxx are variables from the component interface, IO_xxx are variables from the component I/Os
definition. An “In” variable is only readable. An “Out” variable is readable / writable. These variables are
shown in Table 1.

Name

Type

Default value

In/Out

IO_Start_cycle_BP

Boolean

Ø

In

IO_Stop_cycle_BP

Boolean

Ø

In

IO_Red_Indicator

Boolean

FALSE

Out

IO_Orange_Indicator

Boolean

FALSE

Out

IO_Green_Indicator

Boolean

FALSE

Out

IF_Start_cycle

event

FALSE

Out

IF_Stop_cycle

event

FALSE

Out

IF_Machine_status

event

Ø

In

Table 1: Pre‐defined variables table
Only Out variables can have a default value, and are automatically configured to “FALSE” for a Boolean.
He can now write the simple code that handle the anti‐rebound start button in the SFC window. This SFC is
shown in Figure 9.
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0
1
1

Ø
IO_Start_cycle_BP = TRUE

2

Ø
IO_Start_cycle_BP = FALSE

2

Send event IF_Start_cycle
1

Figure 9: “Read_start_button” SFC

Step 6: HMI component coding: “Read_stop_button” SFC
This SFC is the same as for the “Read_start_button”. The integrator copies and pastes the SFC
“Read_start_button” and changes its name to “Read_stop_button”.
He can now edit the SFC to change variables “IF_Start_Cycle” to “IF_Stop_Cycle” and “IO_Start_cycle_BP”
to “IO_Stop_cycle_BP”.
Step 7: HMI component coding: “Indicator_management” Ladder
By double‐clicking on the Ladder list, the Integrator creates a new ladder called “Indicator_management”.
The pre‐defined variables are the same as defined for the SFC: See Table 1.
He can edit the Ladder in the dedicated window. The code is shown in Figure 3.

Machine_status = running

IO_Green_Indicator

Machine_status = warning

IO_Orange_Indicator

Machine_status = failure

IO_Red_Indicator

Figure 10: “Indicator_management” Ladder
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Variation 1: Reuse of a previous component
From a previous project, the integrator has already built an HMI component with similar functions, but with
slightly different features. In this variation, we will explain how the Integrator will re‐use and modify this
component.
Variation 1: Step 1b: HMI component import
From another project, the integrator has an HMI component with “start” and “stop” buttons, 3 indicators,
and a buzzer. This buzzer is used as a security for starting the machine: after a push on “start cycle”, the
buzzer sounds 10 seconds, and the “start cycle” order is effective 20 seconds later.
The integrator opens its old project, and copies and pastes the component “secure_IHM” into the “filling
machine” project.
He renames “secure_IHM” to “IHM”.
Variation 1: Step 2b: HMI interface modification
The integrator changes the names in the interface of the component to reflect the names chosen in the
definition phase.
Variation 1: Step 3b: HMI I/O definition
The Integrator suppresses the buzzer output. An alarm appears informing that in the “Read_start_button”
SFC, a reference to a variable called IO_Buzzer is now invalid. The component is marked as invalid.
Variation 1: Step 5b: HMI “Read_start_button” SFC modification
The integrator edits the SFC “Read_start_button”, to modify it and suppress all the references to the
IO_Buzzer variable. The SFC is now as defined in Figure 9.
He saves the SFC: The component is marked valid, and now has the required functionalities and interface as
defined in the definition phase.

1.2.3. Use Case UC1.2.03 Program application: coding the Tank component
1.2.3.1.

Description

Phase involved: Realization.
This use case will go further into SOA. The “Russian dolls” conception is a way to create a component made
of several sub‐components, each of them dedicated to a particular task.
This method has a big advantage presented in a variation: If a sub component is modified (e.g. double effect
actuator replaced by a simple effect), the code modifications impact this component only: The application
remain unchanged.

1.2.3.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Tank detailed conception

2

Tank sub components coding: The mixer

I/O definition

3

Tank sub components coding: The mixer

Coding

4

Tank sub components coding: The valve

use of a library, selection

5

Tank sub components coding: The valve

use of a library, adaptation

6

Tank coding: The tank algorithm
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Variation 1 : Change of cylinder
4bis

Tank modification: The valve sub component

use of a library, selection

5bis

Tank modification: The valve sub component

use of a library, adaptation

1.2.3.3.

Step description

Step 1: Tank detailed conception
From the “definition” and “specify” phases, the integrator knows that the tank will have the following
sensors / actuators:
•

Two digital levels detectors for the tank (Half full / empty)

•

A pneumatic cylinder to act as a valve, with a distributor and two sensors

•

A simple mixer starter / breaker with a fault return (thermal breaking).

From these data, it appears simple to the Integrator to have two sub components for the mixer motor and the
valve. These components will be integrated, and controlled by the tank component. The level sensors will
report directly to the component tank.
Each component will return its state to the tank component.
The commands for the components will be:
•

For the valve: Open / close

•

For the motor: Start / stop.

The Integrator draws the two components sub components and creates the connections between them. The
result is presented in Figure 11.

In : (event) Tank (start, stop)
Out: (event) Tank_status (running, warning, failure)

Tank
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
list
Ø

Ladder
Ø

In : (event) Valve (open, close)
Out: (event)Valve_status (opened,
closed,failure)

In : (event) Motor (start, stop)
Out: (event) Motor_status (running,
stopped, failure)

Valve
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
list
Ø

Mixer
Ladder

I/Os list
Ø

Ø

SFC list
list
Ø

Ladder
Ø

Figure 11: Tank component detailed design

Step 2: Tank sub components coding: The mixer. I/O definition
The mixer is a simple component (basic motor starter with a thermal breaker and a digital output to report
error).
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The Integrator can fill the I/O connections box of the Mixer. He creates 1 digital output (Motor_command)
and 1 digital input (Thermal_break).
Step 3: Tank sub components coding: The mixer. Coding
By double clicking on the SFC list, the Integrator creates a new SFC named “Mixer_command”. This SFC
will start and stop the motor, following the orders from its interface, and if a thermal break occurs, will put
the motor to “stop”, and report the failure.
A new window appears where he can edit its SFC. In this window, also all the variables pre‐defined by the
development tools to reflect the I/Os and the interface of the component appear. See Table 2.

Name

Type

Default values

In/Out

IO_Motor_command

Boolean

FALSE

Out

IO_Thermal_break

Boolean

Ø

In

IF_Motor

event

Ø

In

IF_Motor_status

event

Ø

Out

Table 2: Pre‐defined variables table for the Mixer component
The Integrator can write the Mixer_command SFC. This SFC is presented in Figure 12.

0

Event IF_Motor = start &
IO_Thermal_break = FALSE
1

IO_Motor_command = TRUE
send_event IF_Motor_status
= running

1

Event IF_Motor = stop &
IO_Thermal_break = FALSE
2

IO_Motor_command = FALSE
send_event IF_Motor_status
= stopped

1

IO_Thermal_break = TRUE

3

IO_Motor_command = FALSE
send_event IF_Motor_status
= failure

1

Figure 12: “Mixer_command” SFC

Step 4: Tank sub components coding: The valve (use of a library)
The valve sub component is dedicated to the management of the valve cylinder only. Such components are
already defined in a software library. It’s easier for the Integrator to pick one and adapt to the application.
He chooses a block to control a double effect cylinder, with a failure check: If the cylinder does not reach the
correct position in a limited time, an alarm is raised. This component is presented in Figure 13.
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In : (event) Cylinder (out, in)
Out: (event) Cylinder_status (opened, closed,
alarm)

Generic_double_effect_cylinder
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Digital
• Digital
Outputs:
• Digital
• Digital

SFC list
Cylinder_command
Cylinder_alarm
Sens_Cyl_out
Sens_Cyl_in

Ladder list
Ø

Distr_cyl_out
Distr_cyl_in

Figure 13: Generic cylinder component

The Integrator copies and pastes it into the tank component, and changes the interface to reflect the names
adapted to the valve control (the valve is open when the cylinder is out):
•

enum Cylinder (out, in) become enum Valve (open, close)

•

enum Cylinder_status (open, closed, status) become enum Valve_status (open, closed, failure).

The variable names in the SFCs are automatically updated.
Since the type and number of the variables on the interface doesn’t change, he doesn’t need to modify the
SFC code.
He can now suppress the Valve component, rename “Generic_double_effect_cylinder” to “Valve”, and re‐
establish connections with the Tank component.
Step 5: Tank sub components coding: The valve (use of a library)
The Integrator just needs now to set up the timeout for the alarm. He checks the documentation of the
“generic_double_effect_cylinder” component, and edits the “Cylinder_alarm” SFC.
In the pre‐defined variable tables, along with the I/Os and interface variables, a new type of variable
appears: Predefined static. These are internal variables with a pre‐defined value. This is shown in Table 3.
The PS_Timeout_value contains the timeout value in ms. He changes it to the value defined by the
mechanical design: 100 ms.
Name

Type

Default values

In/Out

IO_Sens_Cyl_out

Boolean

Ø

In

IO_Sens_Cyl_in

Boolean

Ø

In

IO_Distr_Cyl_out

Boolean

TRUE

Out

IO_Distr_Cyl_in

Boolean

FALSE

Out

IF_Cylinder

event

Ø

In

IF_Cylinder_status

event

closed

Out

PS_Timeout_value

integer

100

Out

Table 3: Pre‐defined variables table for the valve component
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Step 6: Tank coding: The tank algorithm
All the sub components of the tank are now designed. The tank component now looks like Figure 14.
In : (event) Tank (start, stop)
Out: (event) Tank_status (running, warning, failure)

Tank
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
Ø

Ladder list
Ø

In : (event) Motor (start, stop)
Out: (event) Motor_status (running, stopped,
failure)

In : (event) Valve (open, close)
Out: (event) Valve_status (opened, closed,
failure)

Mixer

Valve
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Digital
• Digital
Outputs:
• Digital
• Digital

I/Os list

SFC list
Cylinder_command
Cylinder_alarm
Sens_Cyl_out
Sens_Cyl_in

Inputs:
• Digital Thermal_break
Outputs:
• Digital Motor_command

Ladder list
Ø

SFC list
Mixer_command
Ladder list
Ø

Distr_cyl_out
Distr_cyl_in

Figure 14: The tank component: sub components defined
The integrator defines now the two I/Os for the tank component: The digital level sensors “Tank half empty”
and “Tank empty”. He creates these inputs in the Tank I/O list:
Inputs:
•

Digital Tank_half_empty

•

Digital Tank_empty

He creates now the SFC for the Tank management algorithm (“Tank_management”), and the ladder for the
tank status: data aggregation from tank sensors, Valve and mixer status, and tank algorithm outputs
(“Tank_status”).
The complete definitions of these algorithms are beyond the scope of this document. We will just show in
Table 4 the pre‐defined variables list the Integrator can access:
Name

Type

Default values

In/Out

IO_Tank_half_empty

Boolean

Ø

In

IO_Tank_empty

Boolean

Ø

In

IF_Tank

event

Ø

In

IF_Tank_status

event

Ø

Out

SC_Valve

enum

closed

Out

SC_Valve_status

enum

Ø

In

SC_Mixer_Motor

enum

stopped

Out

SC_Mixer_Motor_status

enum

Ø

In

Table 4: Pre‐defined variables table for the Tank component
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The SC_xxx variables correspond to the control and commands from the sub components of the Tank. The
names are automatically defined like this: SC_”sub component name”_”variable name”. When the ladder
and the SFC are defined, the Tank component is ready to be used. See Figure 15.

In : (event) Tank (start, stop)
Out: (event) Tank_status (running, warning, failure)

Tank
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Digital Tank_half_empty
• Digital Tank_empty

Outputs:
Ø

SFC list
Tank_management

In : (event) Valve (open, close)
Out: (event) Valve_status (opened, closed,
failure)

Ladder list
Tank_status

In : (event) Motor (start, stop)
Out: (event) Motor_status (running, stopped,
failure)

Mixer

Valve
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Digital
• Digital
Outputs:
• Digital
• Digital

SFC list
Cylinder_command
Cylinder_alarm
Sens_Cyl_out
Sens_Cyl_in

Ladder list
Ø

I/Os list
Inputs:
• Digital Thermal_break
Outputs:
• Digital Motor_command

SFC list
Mixer_command
Ladder list
Ø

Distr_cyl_out
Distr_cyl_in

Figure 15: The tank component finished

Variation 1: Change of cylinder
At the end of the realization phase, a requirement has been modified by the mechanical conception team:
The double effect cylinder used to command the valve could be easily replaced by a cheaper simple effect
cylinder. The coder must now adapt its conception to the modified command system.
Variation 1: Step 4b: Tank modification: The valve sub component
At this stage, the whole application has been defined and coded. The integrator opens the “Filling machine”
project, and edit the Tank component.
He takes in a predefined library the block “Generic_simple_effect_cylinder”: cylinder control with a failure
check. It’s the same as before, but with only one output. See Figure 16.

In : (event) Cylinder (out, in)
Out: (event) Cylinder_status (opened, closed,
alarm)

Generic_simple_effect_cylinder
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Digital Sens_Cyl_out
• Digital Sens_Cyl_in
Outputs:
• Digital Distr_cyl_out

SFC list
Cylinder_command
Cylinder_alarm
Ladder list
Ø

Figure 16: Generic simple effect cylinder component
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The Integrator copies and pastes it into the tank component, and changes the interface to reflect the names
adapted to the valve control (same as step 4):
He can now suppress the Valve component, rename “Generic_simple_effect_cylinder” to “Valve”, and re‐
establish connections with the Tank component.
Variation 1: Step 5b: Tank modification: The valve sub component
As in step 5, the Integrator just needs to edit the predefined static variable “PS_Timeout_value” in the
“Cylinder_alarm” SFC.
The modification is done: no effect on any other code or I/O definition.

1.2.4. Use Case UC1.2.04 Program application: coding the Conveyor component
1.2.4.1.

Description

Phase involved: Realization
The “functional blocks” concept of the SOA is not limited to software. In this use case, we will present how
the Integrator can save time by integrating a complete mechanical sub‐system (a conveyor) delivered along
with its software and control device, ready to use.

1.2.4.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Conveyor integration

Integration of a customized static device

2

Connecting I/Os components
Variation 1 : Design from scratch

1b

Conveyor detailed conception

2b

Conveyor coding

1.2.4.3.

Integration of a customized static device

Step description

Step 1: Conveyor integration
In the development tool, the Integrator opens the conveyor library, and drags it into the “Filling machine”
project.
He deletes the previous “conveyor” component created in the design phase, renames the imported
component, and re‐establishes the links with the filling machine process. The customized conveyor interface
has more parameters than the interface decided in design phase.
The new conveyor component is presented in Figure 17.
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In : (event) Conveyor_global (start, stop)
In : (event) Conveyor_belt (start, stop)
Out: (event) Conveyor_status (running, warning, failure)

Conveyor
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
Ø

In : …..
Out: …..

Ladder list
Ø

In : Ø
Out: (event) Presence_Conveyor_entry
Out: (event) Presence_Conveyor_exit

Sch_ATV Refxxx
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
Ø
Ladder
list
Ø

Conveyor sensors
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Digital Conveyor_entry
• Digital Conveyor_exit
Outputs:
Ø

SFC list
Ø
Ladder
list
Data copy

Figure 17: The Customized conveyor component
This component is composed of two sub components: The Sch_ATV_Refxxx component, a standard Altivar
(ATV) servo‐drive, and the Conveyor_sensors components, for the I/Os.
All the zones shaded are static, coded by the Conveyor supplier, and cannot be modified by the user.
Since the servo‐drive has no I/Os, the Conveyor_sensors component is here to be deployed on a digital I/O
device. The servo‐drive and conveyor components are hard‐coded into the ATV unit.
Step 2 Connecting I/Os components
I/Os of the Conveyor_senosor sub component are automatically added to the global list of I/Os. Their
assignment will be done in the deployment phase.
Variation 1: Design “from scratch”
No conveyor exists with the desired control specifications: The Integrator chooses to code its conveyor
component from scratch, and uses a non customized servo drive.

In : (event) Conveyor (start, stop)
Out: (event) Conveyor_status (running, warning, failure)

Conveyor
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
Ø

Ladder list
Ø

In : …..
Out: …..

Motor
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
Ø

Ladder list
Ø

Figure 18: The conveyor component
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Variation 1: Step 1b: Conveyor detailed conception
The conveyor component is in charge of controlling the belt speed and accelerations, and avoids “traffic
jam” on the conveyor (detected by a light barrier at the exit of the machine). Another light barrier at the
entry of the conveyor detects if some jars are waiting to be filled or not.
For the speed and accelerations control, the Integrator will use a servo drive with static built‐in component.
This device is also able to host user defined components.
In the development tool, the Integrator picks the ATV servo‐drive component library (software delivered
with the device), renames it “Motor”, and integrates it in the conveyor component. See Figure 18.
Variation 1: Step 2b: Conveyor coding
To handle the conveyor management, the Integrator creates the “Conveyor_management” SFC in the
Conveyor component, and assigns the two I/Os: Jar_in_entry and Jar_in_output (two digital entries).
Since the Motor is a sub component of the Conveyor component, the “Conveyor _management” SFC has
access to all the parameters and commands of the motor via the “SC_xxx” type parameters.
The details of the conveyor_management SFC are beyond the scope if this document.

1.2.5. Use Case UC1.2.05 Program application: coding the analogue sensors components
1.2.5.1.

Description

Phase involved: Realization.
In this use case we will present how a level and temperature sensors will send data in litres and Celsius
degrees, instead of a 16 bit integer corresponding to a 0‐5Vdc sensor output.
Use case 1.2.9 will further use this concept to allow the SCADA to access directly to a sensor to collect
information.

1.2.5.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Temperature sensor integration

2

Level sensor integration

3

Level sensor customisation

1.2.5.3.

Focus

Calculation block

Step description

Out: (polling) Temp_Fahr
Out: (polling) Temp_Cel

Temp_Sensor_Refxxx
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Analog Temp_Sensor
Outputs:
Ø

Calc list
Celsius_Conv
Fahrenheit_Con
vv

Figure 19: The temperature sensor component
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Step 1: Temperature sensor integration
The temperature sensor is a classical immersed sensor, with an output of 0 – 5 V for a temperature range of ‐
20°C – 50°C. With this sensor, comes a little library of one component for the conversion between the sensor
output voltage, and a temperature in Fahrenheit or Celsius. This library is described in Figure 19.
Note that the component does not generate events, but the values are accessible via polling.
The integrator copies and pastes this library into the “Filling machine” project, and changes its name to
“Tank_temperature”. Since he only needs temperature readings in Celsius, he simply deletes the
“Fahrenheit_conv” calculus block, and the Temp_Fahr parameter in the interface.
Step 2: Level sensor integration
The level sensor for the Tank is a simple ultrasonic distance measuring device, with an output of 0 – 5 V for a
distance of 0 – 3 meters. This sensor is delivered with a library for the conversion between the sensor output
and a distance in meters or inches.

Out: (polling) Distance_meters
Out: (polling) Distance_inches

US_Dist_Sensor_Refxxx
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Analog US_Sensor
Outputs:
Ø

Calc list
Meters_Conv
Inches_Conv

Figure 20: The Distance US sensor component
The integrator copies and pastes this library into the “Filling machine” project, and changes its name to
“Tank_level”. Since he only needs measurements in inches, he simply deletes the “Inches_conv” calculus
block, and the Distance_inches parameter in the interface.
Step 3: Level sensor customisation
The application has now a level sensor, but needs a measure in litres of the yoghurt in the tank. This volume
is given by the simple equation:

2πR 2 × (Height − Dist ) + ConeVolume
•

Height ‐ is the height of the cylinder part of the tank,

•

ConeVolume ‐ the volume of the conic part,

•

R ‐ the radius.
Out: (polling) Distance_meters
Out: (polling) Tank_level

Tank_level
I/Os list
Inputs:
• Analog US_Sensor
Outputs:
Ø

Calc list
Meters_Conv
Liters_Conv

Figure 21: The Customized Tank_level component
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The Integrator creates the parameter “Tank_level” in the interface, and the Calculus block “Liters_Conv”
wherein the Calculus list. He has access to a simple equation editor (brackets and the 4 basic operations), and
enters the equation. R, Height, and ConeVolume are fixed parameters from the mechanical drawings, Dist is
the Distance_meters parameter. The customized library is presented in Figure 21.

1.2.6. Use Case UC1.2.06 Program application: Final coding
1.2.6.1.

Description

Phase involved: Realization
The last stage of software development: How the Integrator will see its application.

1.2.6.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

The filling machine component

1.2.6.3.

Step description

Step 1: The filling_machine component
At this point, all the sub components of the filling_machine component are defined. When he opens the
project, the integrator sees Figure 22.
He can now create the SFCs and ladders for the machine management, and decide the final interface of the
component with the SCADA.
In : (event) Machine (start, stop)
Out: (event) MAchine_status (running, warning, failure)

Out: (polling) Temperature
Out: (polling) Tank_level
Out :event Nb_jars_filled

Filling_machine
In : (event) Machine_status (running, warning,
failure)
Out: (event) Start_cycle
(event) Stop_cycle

SFC list
Ø

I/Os list
Ø

Ladder list
Ø

HMI
I/Os list
Inputs:
•
Digital
•
Digital
Outputs:
•
Digital
•
Digital
•
Digital

SFC list
Read_start_button
Read_stop_button
Start_cycle_BP
Stop_cycle_BP

Out: (polling) Distance_meters
Out: (polling) Tank_level

Ladder list
Indicator_management

Out: (polling) Temp_Cel

Tank_level

Red_Indicator
Orange_Indicator
Green_Indicator

I/Os list
Inputs:
•
Analog US_Sensor
Outputs:
Ø

Tank_temperature

Calc list

I/Os list
Inputs:
•
Analog Temp_Sensor
Outputs:
Ø

Meters_Conv
Liters Conv

Calc list
Celsius_Conv

In : (event) Tank (start, stop)
Out: (event) Tank_status (running, warning, failure)
In : (event) Conveyor_global (start, stop)
In : (event) Conveyor_belt (start, stop)
Out: (event) Conveyor_status (running, warning, failure)

Tank
I/Os list

SFC list
Tank_management

Inputs:
•
•

Outputs:
Digital Tank_half_empty
Digital Tank empty

Ladder list

Ø

I/Os list
Ø

In : (event) Valve (open, close)
Out: (event) Valve_status (opened, closed,
failure)

In : (event) Motor (start, stop)
Out: (event) Motor_status (running, stopped,
failure)

I/Os list

SFC list
Cylinder_command
Cylinder_alarm
Sens_Cyl_out
Sens_Cyl_in
Distr_cyl_out
Distr_cyl_in

SFC list
list

In : …..
Out: …..

Ladder

In : Ø
Out: (event) Presence_Conveyor_entry
Out: (event) Presence_Conveyor_exit

Mixer

Valve

Inputs:
•
Digital
•
Digital
Outputs:
•
Digital
•
Digital

Conveyor

Tank_status

Ladder list
Ø

I/Os list
Inputs:
•
Digital Thermal_break
Outputs:
•
Digital Motor_command

SFC list
Mixer_command
Ladder list
Ø

Sch_ATV Refxxx
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
Ø
Ladder list
Ø

Conveyor sensors
I/Os list
Inputs:
•
Digital Conveyor_entry
•
Digital Conveyor_exit
Outputs:
Ø

SFC list
Ø
Ladder list
Data_copy

Figure 22: The filling machine application
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1.2.7. Use Case UC1.2.07 Build the physical device implementation
1.2.7.1.

Description

Phase involved: Realization.
The application development is finished: It’s time for the Integrator to choose the devices that will host the
application, and to create the network cabling.
This use case will demonstrate the advantages of the “flat network”: Since all the devices, SCADA, ERP,
etc… communicate at the same level, there is no more need for complex networks, gateway, or protocol
bridges.

1.2.7.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Device list and network topology

2

Devices configuration

3

Device status reading
Variation 1 : Configuration device by device

2b

Devices configuration
Variation 2 : Adding a Controller

1c

Device list and network topology

2c

Devices configuration

1.2.7.3.

Step description

Step 1: Device list and network topology
From the “specify”, and “design” phases, and from the data coming from mechanical and electrical design
team, the Integrator takes the following decisions:
•

The system will be split in two different cabinets: One cabinet for the HMI, separated from the
machine for security reasons, and a main cabinet, containing all the rest of the devices and cabling

•

The HMI will have its own 8I/8O device to simplify cabling. (8I/8O means eight inputs and eight
outputs).

•

All the digital I/Os of the application (except HMI) will be grouped on a single 8I/8O device.

•

The analogue I/Os will be handled by an 8I analogue device.

•

The conveyor motor will be controlled by a servo drive.

•

The mixer motor will be controlled by a Tesys breaker with fault report, connected to the 8I/8O main
cabinet device.

•

The pneumatic cabling will be placed in the main cabinet.

•

The system will be connected to the SCADA via a 4 ports industrial switch.

•

All the devices will be dual port, and the cabling will be made in loop topology.

•

All the devices will use IPv6 protocol.

The automation devices chosen to run the automation application are:
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•

A digital I/O device, for presence sensor, end of course, cylinder, mixer motor, and the tank.

•

An analogue Input, for the two analogue sensors of the tank.

•

A digital I/O device dedicated to the operator HMI.

•

A servo drive or the conveyor motor, to monitor accelerations/decelerations of the conveyor belt.

The mixer motor is driven by a simple Tesys device, with a digital return for fault (thermal breaking).
All these devices will be able to host components. The servo drive will have a specific built in component
dedicated to acceleration / deceleration control.
We consider that it’s still not clearly established if the size of the application will fit distributed in all the
devices, or will need a PLC to control the process.
The network topology is presented Figure 23.
To SCADA

HMI cabinet

8I/8O
Main cabinet

8I Ana

8I/8O
ATV

Figure 23: Network topology
Step 2: Devices configuration
All the devices have been cabled into their respective cabinet. The Integrator plugs its PC in the Industrial
switch, opens the “Filling machine” project, and in the project opens the “Network topology” view: This
view is for now empty.
In a separate discovery window, he launches a scan to discover devices and the 4 devices appear. He drags
and drops the four devices to the Network topology view. For each device, two parameters are shown on its
screen: The type of the device, and its default name set in factory.
He sets a name for each device: “Main_cabinet_digital”, “Analog_IO”, “Conveyor_drive”,
“HMI_cabinet_digital”, and configures them (the device will store its name). The “Network topology”
window should like Figure 24.
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8I/8O FTB
M i

ATV servodrive
bi

di i l

8I Analog FTB

C

di

8I/8O FTB

Figure 24: Network topology window

Step 3: Device status reading
By double clicking on a device icon in the “Network topology” window, the Integrator can read the
complete device status:
•

Type

•

Name

•

Number and type of I/Os (analogue, digital, etc…)

•

Built‐in components

•

User defined hosted components

•

Free memory

Variations
Variation 1: Device by device configuration
The machine is not cabled yet. Instead of connecting all its devices in the final network configuration, the
Integrator will plug and configure each device separately.
Variation 1: Step 2b: Devices configuration
For each device plugged into the PC, the Integrator asks for a scan in the “discovery” window. He drags and
names each device within the “Network topology” window.
Variation 2: Adding a controller
The application cannot fit into low end devices: The Integrator must add a “PLC like” controller to host high
level components. In this case, the operation is done after the first configuration without PLC.
Variation2: Step 1c: Device list and network topology
The Twido PLC is simply inserted in the daisy chain loop of the fieldbus. See Figure 25.
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To SCADA

HMI cabinet

8I/8O
FTB

8I Ana
FTB

Twido

8I/8O
FTB

ATV

Main cabinet

Figure 25: Network topology with PLC

Variation 2: Step 2c: Devices configuration
When the Twido PLC is connected, the Integrator re‐opens the “Network topology” window, and the
“discovery” window.
In the discovery window, only the Twido PLC appears: The other devices are already known. He just has to
drag and drop the Twido icon into the “Network topology” window, and names it “Main_control”. See
Figure 26.

8I/8O FTB
« Main_cabinet_digital »

ATV servo‐drive
« Conveyor_drive »

8I Analog FTB
« Analog_IO »

8I/8O FTB
« HMI_cabinet_digital »

Twido
« Main_control »

Figure 26: Network topology window with PLC

1.2.8. Use Case UC1.2.08 Application deployment
1.2.8.1.

Description

Phase involved: Realization.
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This use case shows the advantages of the independence between the “logical view” and the “physical view”
(automation devices implementation: How the Integrator will easily bind its application to the automation
devices, regarding the electrical schematics.

1.2.8.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

The electrical schematics

2

Integrating the connections spreadsheet

3

First level automatic deployment configuration

4

High level deployment configuration

5

Effective deployment: Uploading the devices
Variation 1: Using a Controller: Half centralized deployment

2b

Integrating the connections spreadsheet

3b

First level automatic deployment configuration

4b

High level deployment configuration

Distant I/Os

Use of a controller

Variation 2: Using a Controller: Fully centralized deployment
2c

Integrating the connections spreadsheet

3c

First level automatic deployment configuration

4c

High level deployment configuration

1.2.8.3.

Distant I/Os

Use of a controller

Step description

Step 1: The electrical schematics
From the electrical schematics, the Integrator extracts all the connections between the sensors / actuators and
the I/O devices. It’s a spreadsheet like Table 5.
Device / connector

Type

Sensor / Actuator

Input 0

analogue

Tank temperature (temp sensor, cable 1)

Input 1

analogue

Tank level (US sensor, cable 2)

Input 2 ‐> 7

analogue

Ø

Input 0

digital

Tank half full (capacitive, cable 10)

Input 1

digital

Tank empty (capacitive, cable 11)

Input 2

digital

Jar presence (light barrier, cable 12)

Input 3

digital

Jar in conveyor entry (light barrier, cable 13)

Input 4

digital

Jar in conveyor output (light barrier, cable 14)

Input 5

digital

Valve cylinder out (ILS, cable 15)

Analog_IO

Main_cabinet_digital
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Input 6

digital

Valve cylinder in (ILS, cable 16)

Input 7

digital

Mixer fault (Tesys, cable 17)

Output 0

digital

Valve cylinder out (open) (distributor, cable 18)

Output 1

digital

Valve cylinder in (close) (distributor, cable 19)

Output 2

digital

Mixer start (Thesys, cable 20)

Output 3 ‐> 7

digital

Ø

Input 0

digital

Start cycle (PB normally open, cable 30)

Input 1

digital

Stop cycle (PB normally open, cable 31)

Input 2‐>7

digital

Ø

Output 0

digital

Green indicator (24 Vdc 100 mA, cable 32)

Output 1

digital

Orange indicator (24 Vdc 100 mA, cable 33)

Output 2

digital

Red indicator (24 Vdc 100 mA, cable 34)

Output 3‐>7

digital

Ø

HMI_digital

Table 5: Sensors / actuator connections spreadsheet
Step 2: Integrating the connections spreadsheet
In the “Filling machine” project, the Integrator opens the “I/O connections window”. This window shows
the application components I/Os, and the real I/O (device and number) associated to it. See Table 6.
Component ‐ I/O

Type

Device

Connector

Distant

Filling machine

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Filling machine: HMI

HMI_digital

No

Start_cycle_BP

digital input

Input 0

Stop_cycle_BP

digital input

Input 1

Red_indicator

digital output

Output 2

Orange_indicator

digital output

Output 1

Green_indicator

digital output

Output 0

Filling machine: Tank

Main_cabinet_digital

No

Tank_half_empty

digital input

Input 0

Tank_empty

digital input

Input 1

Filling machine: Tank: Valve

Main_cabinet_digital

No

Sens_cyl_out

digital input

Input 5

Sens_cyl_in

digital input

Input 6

Distr_cyl_out

digital output

Output 0

Distr_cyl_in

digital output

Output 1
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Filling machine: Tank: Mixer

Main_cabinet_digital

No

Motor_command

digital output

Output 2

Thermal_break

digital input

Input 7

Filling machine: Conveyor

Ø

Ø

Filling machine: Conveyor:
Conveyor_sensors

Ø

Main_cabinet_digital

No

Conveyor_entry

digital input

Input 3

Conveyor_output

digital input

Input 4

Filling machine: Conveyor:
ATV

Ø

Ø

Filling machine:

Ø

Ø

Analog_IO

Ø
No

Tank_temperature
Temp_sensor

analogue input

Filling machine: Tank_level
US_sensor

Input 0
Analog_IO

analogue input

No
Input 1

Table 6: I/O connection window

The parameters in black are automatically filled by the development tool: This is the Project I/s List.
Parameters in green are filled by the Integrator. For each component, he can choose a device (only one for
the entire component) from the list defined in the “Network topology window”.
The development tool checks automatically for the consistency of the table: e.g. we will not allow a digital
output to be associated with a analogue input device, check for the maximum number of I/Os deployed on a
device, and check if an I/O is already used or not.
Note: For the use of the column “Distant”, see variation 2 and 3.

Step 3: First level automatic deployment configuration
At this point, all the I/Os of the application must be defined and associated to a device. The Integrator open
the deployment windows and sees the application, the devices and the automatic association component /
device: All the components with I/Os are automatically assigned to their respective devices. See Figure 27.
By clicking on a component, the associated device is highlighted. By clicking on a device, all the associated
components are highlighted. He can also check the I/O association list for each device, and the free memory.
All the components with I/Os are automatically assigned to the device of their I/Os. Each component
assigned has its process box checked in green.
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Filling_machine
8I/8O FTB
« Main_cabinet_digital »

HMI

Tank_level

Tank_temperatur

8I Analog FTB
« Analog_IO »
Tank
Conveyor

ATV servodrive
« Conveyor_drive »

Valve

Mixer
Sch_ATV Refxxx

Conveyor sensors

8I/8O FTB
« HMI_cabinet_digital »

Figure 27: Deployment window

Step 4: High level automatic deployment configuration
When all the automatic assignments have been done, the Integrator has to assign the remaining components:
Here, the Conveyor and its Sch_ATV sub component, and the filling machine component.
The conveyor and Sch_ATV are built‐in components: they can only be deployed on their own device: The
“conveyor_drive” device.
The filling machine component will be deployed on any device with enough space, in this case the
“HMI_cabinet_digital” device. Figure 28 shows the final configuration.
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Filling_machine
HMI

8I/8O FTB
« Main_cabinet_digital »
Tank_level

Tank_temperatur

Tank
Conveyor
8I Analog FTB
« Analog_IO »

Valve

Mixer
Sch_ATV Refxxx

Conveyor sensors

8I/8O FTB
« HMI_cabinet_digital »

Automatically allocated
component

Free component

ATV servodrive
« Conveyor_drive »

Built-in component

Figure 28: Deployment configuration

Step 5: Effective deployment: Uploading the devices
When all the components have been assigned, the Integrator uploads the components to their respective
devices. The components and their configuration will be stored and ready to be launched.
Variations
Variation 1: Using a controller: Half centralized deployment
The application is simply too complex to fit only into the low end devices: The Integrator must add a
controller to host the higher level parts of the application to his list of physical devices, and modify the
deployment.
Note: This variation uses as base the variation 2 “Adding a controller” of the use case “Build the physical
device implementation”.
Variation 1: Step 2b: Integrating the connections spreadsheet
In the “Filling machine” project, the Integrator opens the “I/O connections window”. This window shows
the application components I/Os, and the real I/O (device and number) associated to it. See Table 6.
For each component and sub‐component using I/Os, the Integrator sets the parameter “Distant” to “No”,
except for the Tank component. In this case, the I/O will not be addressed directly by the component process,
but will generate a “low level I/O transaction” on the network to the specified device. This transaction is
actually a built‐in service implemented in each device.
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The interface of the component, the process variables, the SFC and Ladder access to these variables are
automatically updated.
Variation 1: Step 3b: First level automatic deployment configuration
The Tank component is not automatically assigned anymore: When the Integrator opens the “Deployment
window”, he sees Figure 29.

Filling_machine
HMI
8I/8O FTB
« Main_cabinet_digital »
Tank_level

Tank_temperatur

Tank
Conveyor

8I Analog FTB
« Analog_IO »

Twido
« Main_control »

Valve

Mixer
Sch_ATV Refxxx

8I/8O FTB
« HMI_cabinet_digital »

Conveyor sensors

ATV servodrive
« Conveyor_drive »

Figure 29: Deployment window with new Tank component and Twido

Variation 1: Step 4b: level automatic deployment configuration
The Integrator can now finalize its deployment configuration by assigning the tank and filling machine
component to the Twido. Figure 30 shows the final deployment configuration.
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Filling_machine
HMI

8I/8O FTB
« Main_cabinet_digital »
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Figure 30: Deployment configuration with Controller

Variation 2: Using a controller: Full centralized deployment
Variation 2: Step 2c: Integrating the connections spreadsheet
In the “Filling machine” project, the Integrator opens the “I/O connections window”. This window shows
the application components I/Os, and the real I/O (device and number) associated to it. See Table 6.
For each component and sub‐component using I/Os (except for the conveyor sensor sub‐component), the
Integrator sets the parameter “Distant” to “yes”. In this case, the I/O will not be addressed directly by the
component process, but will generate a “low level I/O transaction” on the network to the specified device.
This transaction is actually a built‐in service implemented in each device.
The interface of the component, the process variables, the SFC and Ladder access to these variables are
automatically updated.
Variation 2: Step 3c: First level automatic deployment configuration
In this configuration, there is only one component automatically allocated (“Conveyor_sensors”), since there
are no more direct dependencies between the components and the I/Os. All the “Distant I/Os” components
have their I/O boxes coloured. See Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Deployment window with distant I/Os

Variation 2: Step 4c: High level automatic deployment configuration
The Integrator can now assign all its components to the Controller, and the Conveyor component to the
“Conveyor_drive” device. Figure 32 shows the final configuration.
Note that the “Low level I/O transactions” does not appear on the deployment window.
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Figure 32: Deployment configuration with distant I/Os

1.2.9. Use Case UC1.2.09 SCADA access to the application
1.2.9.1.

Description

Phases involved: Design / Realization / Upgrading
The benefits for SCADA or ERP designers: An easy way to communicate with the application, and even the
devices.

1.2.9.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

SCADA design entry points

2

SCADA connection to the machine
Variation 1: Direct access inside the application

2b

SCADA connection to the machine

1.2.9.3.

Step description

Step 1: SCADA design entry points
The Integrator gives to the SCADA team the “filling machine” project, but without the SFC/ladder code and
the mapping.
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The main entry point for the SCADA design is the “Filling_machine” component interface. This interface is:
•

In:

Enum Machine (start, stop)

•

Out:

Enum Machine_status (running, warning, failure)

•

Out:

Real Tank_level

•

Out:

Integer Nb_jars_filled

This should be the unique interface between the machine and the SCADA: The whole SCADA application
should access the machine only by this point, and therefore is completely independent of the deployment
parameters (which components run on which device) or application architecture.
Step 2: SCADA connection to the machine
The SCADA team doesn’t know the deployment parameters: Only the interface and name. The SCADA
device will look for the “Filling_machine” component on the Network, not the Controller or device hosting
this component.
Variations
Variation 1: Direct access inside the application
In this variation, the definition of the SCADA has changed after the commissioning phase: The customer
wants the temperature of the tank (which is used inside the application to raise an alarm) displayed in “real
time” on the supervisor.
Since the machine is already in operation, the customer doesn’t want to modify the application, to avoid
stopping the production for software modification.
Variation 1: Step 2b: SCADA connection to the machine
The SCADA team has access to the Application interface, and checks that the tank temperature variable is
available on the interface of a sub‐component. Here, it’s the Temp_Cel parameter in the Tank_temperature
component. The SCADA application can have direct access to this parameter by referencing it like this:
Filling_machine/Tank_temperature/Temp_cel
The SCADA application will connect itself directly to the Tank_temperature component and retrieve the
information, without any modification on the automation application.

1.2.10. Use Case UC1.2.10 Commissioning with PDA
1.2.10.1.

Description

Phase involved: Commissioning.
Presentation of the advantages of a PDA that can interact with the automation application and devices in the
commissioning phase.

1.2.10.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Low‐level automation elements / sensors / actuators test

2

Low‐level sensors / actuators test

3

Functional tests

4

Communications with SCADA/ERP tests

Focus
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1.2.10.3.

Step description

Step 1: Low level automation elements test
The commissioning phase is the final installation of the machine into the customer facility, final adaptations,
and reception tests.
First of all, the Integrator must check that all the basic connections of the machine are correct: Power supply,
and network.
The Integrator connects a WiFi bridge to the switch. After a power on in debug mode (with application not
running), he launches the automation application on its PDA and does a scan: All the devices of the machine
should appear.
Step 2: Low level sensors / actuators test
Before starting the machine, the Integrator must check the correct operation of the sensors and actuators. In
classical automation for large machines, it can be very painful: Check if each I/O in the Controller console
reacts correctly when the sensor changes its state, and if any problem occurs, all the chain (Controller
configuration, I/O device connection and/or configuration, sensor connection) must be scanned.
On the PDA, in the automation application, the Integrator loads the “Filling machine” project. He can open
the I/O connection window similar to the one in the development application.
This window shows him:
•

The complete configuration of the machine I/Os.

•

The status of each I/O device (connected or off‐line).

•

The status of each I/O in the application (with their name and assignation), grouped by devices or by
components.

This window also allows him to force any Output on any device.
In front of each cabinet, sensor, or actuator, the Integrator can now check that each sensor and actuator is
correctly functioning, is connected, and the devices are correctly configured.
Step 3: Functional tests
From the simulation phase and the reception tests requirements, the Integrator has a set of tests to run to
verify that the machine is functioning correctly.
These tests are passed with the application running on the machine, in debug mode. With the PDA
automation application, the Integrator can:
•

Read any I/O status

•

Read any interface parameter on any component or sub‐component of the application

•

Force any I/O status

•

Force any interface parameter on any component or sub‐component of the application

The Automation app is able to load simple configuration scripts, i.e. lists of forced I/Os and interface
parameters.
The Integrator passes the commissioning tests by running the application with the specific configurations.
For example:
•

Fill a jar with the conveyor not running

•

Fill several jars with the conveyor running

•

Simulate an half empty tank and then an empty tank
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•

Simulate a temperature too high

Step 4: Communication tests
Since the automation application on the PDA is able to connect to any interface of the application, it can
connect to the highest level (SCADA / ERP interface), check the parameters sent from the machine, and send
orders to the machine.

1.2.11. Use Case UC1.2.11 Maintenance intervention with PDA
1.2.11.1.

Description

Phase involved: Operation and Maintenance.
Easy access and wireless to the application, from the higher level to the I/O device. A new way to avoid
painful and time consuming tests and integration.

1.2.11.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Initial conditions

2

Fault search and test

1.2.11.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Initial conditions
The machine has stopped automatically, reporting a failure.
The Maintenance team in the customer facility has no access to the “Filling machine” full application, and
has only a PDA with a generic automation application for the first level of maintenance.
Step 2: Fault search and test
The maintenance personnel connects the PDA to the machine via a WiFi bridge and launches a scan to find
applications. The PDA application finds the “Filling machine”, reporting a fault.
By clicking on the component, he has access to the first level of the sub components, with the “Tank
component” reporting a fault (appears in red).
By clicking on “Tank”, only its sub‐components: “Valve” and “Mixer” are displayed. “Valve” reports a fault.
He tries the “Valve” component commands (open, close), but the Cylinder doesn’t respond. After a check in
the main cabinet of the machine, he sees that the outputs of the “Main_cabinet_Digital” respond correctly to
the commands (via the LEDs), but not the pneumatic distributor: The pneumatic distributor is the faulty
part.

1.2.12. Use Case UC1.2.12 Replace a faulty device
1.2.12.1.

Description

Phase involved: Operation and Maintenance.
The demonstration of different Faulty Device Replacement (FDR) capabilities.
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1.2.12.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Failure identification

SCADA access to application

2

Device configuration and upload

Configuration tool

3

Device installation

Plug and play

Variation 1 : Controller with FDR capabilities
2b

Device configuration

Configuration tool

3b

Device installation

Plug and play

Variation 2 : Controller with FDR capabilities and coding
wheels
2c

Device configuration

3c

Device installation

1.2.12.3.

Plug and play

Step description

Step 1: Failure identification
Because of a power surge, the device “Main_cabinet_digital” is destroyed. Via the SCADA interface,
Maintenance is alarmed that this device is not online anymore. After checking in the main cabinet that the
device is effectively out of order, the Maintenance decides to replace it by a spare device in stock.
Step 2: Device configuration and upload
The Maintenance connects the spare device to a PC running the configuration tool: This tool is only able to
load a project, configure a device and upload a configuration.
He opens the “Filling machine” project, and launches a scan inside the “Discovery window”: The device is
discovered. He just has to drag the icon from the “Discovery window” onto the icon of the
Main_cabinet_device in the Network topology window, ad the device is automatically named and uploaded
Step 3: Device installation
The device is simply connected in replacement of the faulty unit: After power on, the application is ready
and running.
Variations
Variation 1: Controller with FDR capabilities
Variation 1: Step 2b: Device configuration
The Maintenance doesn’t have the project “Filling machine”. The spare device is plugged into the PC, and
the Maintenance asks for a scan in the “discovery” window. He names the device “Main_cabinet_digital”.
Variation 1: Step 3b: Device installation
The device is simply connected in replacement of the faulty unit: After power on, the configuration of the
device is uploaded from the Controller, and the application is ready and running.
Variation 2: Controller with FDR capabilities and coding wheels
Variation 2: Step 2c: Device configuration
The maintenance doesn’t need a PC: He just sets the coding wheels in the configuration of the faulty unit.
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Variation 2: Step 3c: Device installation
The device is simply connected in replacement of the faulty unit: After power on, the configuration of the
device is uploaded from the Controller, and the application is ready and running.

1.2.13. Use Case 1.2.13 Reconfigure the machine
Phase involved: Recycling / Upgrading.
This use case shows a complete redesign of the machine, limited to the software part to a simple copy and
paste, without any modifications for the SCADA / ERP, or any upper level of control in the production
chain.

1.2.13.1.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

New machine presentation

2

New machine application design

3

New machine detailed coding

4

New machine physical devices implementation

5

New machine deployment

Composition programming

Variation 1: Deployment of new I/O device
4b

New machine physical
Repartitor I/O device

5b

New machine deployment without Repartitor I/O device

1.2.13.2.

devices

implementation

without

Step description

Step 1: New machine presentation
The new configuration is presented in Figure 33. It is composed of 2 “filling units” that are a simple “copy
and paste” of the first machine, with a repartitor to direct the jars. The automation elements (main cabinet,
HMI cabinet) will simply be doubled. The repartitor is a simple system with a pneumatic actuator. The
SCADA application will not change: It’s a unique machine with an increased production capacity.

Figure 33: New filling machine configuration
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Step 2: New machine application design
The new machine application architecture will also be a “copy and paste” of the previous application: Both
filling unit components will be identical, along with the repartitor component, contained in a “Filling
machine” component with name and interface identical to the old filling machine, to “cheat” the SCADA
application and avoid any modification on its side. The application architecture is presented in Figure 34.
In : (event) Repartitor (start, stop)
Out: (event) Repartitor_status (running,
warning, failure)

In : (event) Machine (start, stop)
Out: ……

Filling machine

Repartitor
Cylinder
I/Os list
Inputs:
Ø

Filling Unit 1

Outputs:
Ø

SFC list
Ø
Ladder list
Ø

Filling Unit 2

Figure 34: New machine application architecture
The integrator simply opens a new “Enhanced Filling machine” project, and in this project creates the
“Filling machine” component and inserts the “Repartitor” sub‐component.
He opens the old “Filling Machine” project and copies the “filling machine” component two times into the
new project, and renames it “Filling unit 1” and “Filling unit 2”.
He creates the links between the 3 sub components and the process unit.
Step 3: New machine application coding
The detailed coding of the new application is beyond the scope of this document. The Integrator will:
•

Code the Repartitor component to distribute jars to the two filling units

•

Code the new “Filling machine” component, to aggregate data from the two filling units and the
repartitor, and distribute start/stop orders.

Step 4: New machine physical devices implementation
As for the general design and the application architecture, the new machine is simply doubled. The new
physical implementation is shown in Figure 35.
To handle the Repartitor, a new cabinet with an 8I/8O controller (ʺField Terminal Blockʺ, FTB) and
pneumatic cabling has been added.
The device configuration cannot be copied directly: It is not possible to have two devices with the same
name. All the devices from the Filling unit 1 will be named FU1_xxx, and all devices from the filling unit 2
FU2_xxx. The Repartitor device will be named Repartitor_digital.
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Figure 35: New machine physical device implementation

Step 5: Application deployment
The application deployment is the same as the original machine. The Repartitor components and sub‐
components are placed in the “Repartitor_digital” controller, along with the new “Filling machine”
component. The deployment (simplified) is shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: New machine deployment configuration

Variations
Variation 1: Deployment without new I/O device for Repartitor
After analysing the number of I/Os needed by the Repartitor, it appears that the existing devices can handle
the new I/Os. To minimize the cost of the modifications (new device, cabinet, cabling, etc…), the Integrator
chooses to use only the existing devices to manage the Repartitor.
Note that this decision was taken after the coding phase (step 3).
Variation 1: Step 4b: New machine physical devices implementation without Repartitor I/O device
There will be no new device: The new Network topology is a simple copy and paste of the original one. See
Figure 37.
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Figure 37: New machine physical device implementation WO repartitor device

Variation 1: Step 5b: Application deployment without Repartitor I/O device
The new deployment configuration is shown in Figure 38. The repartitor and its sub‐components are
dispatched between the two main cabinets (because it gives access to pneumatic cabling), and the “Filling
machine” component is put in any device with enough space, in this case: FU1_HMI_Cabinet_digital.
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Figure 38: New machine deployment configuration WO Repartitor I/O device

1.2.14. Use Case UC1.2.14 Stop part of the machine for cleaning intervention
1.2.14.1.

Description

Phase involved: Operation and Maintenance.
This use case shows how a distributed application can handle the loss of part of the devices on witch it is
distributed, and the robustness of the network.
This use case is based on the “new machine” with two filling units described in Use Case UC1.2.14
“Reconfigure the machine”.
Regularly, the parts of the machine in contact with the food need to be manually cleaned. For safety reasons,
the machine must be completely stopped: No compressed air, no electrical supply at all.
We will describe here how the application will react when devices are partially down.

1.2.14.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Stopping a filling unit

2

Application status

3

Re‐starting the machine

Focus

Fault tolerance

Variation 1: Stop a filling unit with redundant application
2b

Application status

redundancy
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1.2.14.3.

Step description

Step 1: Stopping a filling unit
The Operator hits the “stop cycle” button on the filling unit to clean. From this point, the repartitor will stop
sending jars to this unit.
When all the jars on the conveyor have been filled and evacuated, the conveyor stops: The Operator can now
cut power alimentation and compressed air on this unit.
The other filling unit is still functional and working.
Step 2: Application status
If the development tool was connected to the machine, the operator would see Figure 39. The four devices of
the Filling Unit 2 are off‐line, along with all the components they host. The connection between these
components and the “Filling machine” process is cut.
The “Filling machine” process is aware that the connections with the “Filling unit 2” sub component are lost,
but in this particular case (connection lost and filling unit stopped) the Integrator decided not to report an
error.

Repartitor_digital

Filling machine

Repartitor
Cylinder

FU1_Main_
cabinet_digital

Filling Unit 1

Filling Unit 2

FU1_Analog_IO

FU1_Conveyor_
drive

FU1_HMI_Digital

FU2_HMI_Digital

FU2_Main_
cabinet_digital

FU2_Analog_IO
FU2_Conveyor_
drive

Figure 39: Part of the machine stopped

Step 3: Re‐starting the filling unit
The Operator first re‐establishes the power alimentation and compressed air. He waits for the green
indicator: The filling unit is not functional. He presses the start cycle button, and the Repartitor sends again
jars to the filling unit.
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Variations
Variation 1: Stop a filling unit with redundant application
This variation is based on the next use case: UC1.2.16 “Redesign application for redundancy”.
Variation 1: Step 2b: Application status
The application status is shown in Figure 40. All the components hosted by the filling unit 2 are off.

Repartitor_digital

Filling machine

Repartitor

Filling machine

Cylinder

FU1_Main_
cabinet_digital

Filling Unit 2

Filling Unit 1
FU1_Analog_IO

FU1_Conveyor_
drive

FU1_HMI_Digital

FU2_HMI_Digital

FU2_Analog_IO

FU2_Main_
cabinet_digital

FU2_Conveyor_
drive

Figure 40: Part of the machine stopped with redundant application

Since the component “Filling_machine” is redundant and run both on the filling unit 1 and 2, it’s still
working: Application operation is assured, and the SCADA/ERP still can access to the machine.

1.2.15. Use Case UC1.2.15 Redesign application for redundancy
1.2.15.1.

Description

Phase involved: Design / Realization.
This use case is based on the “new machine” with two filling units described in use case UC1.2.14
“Reconfigure the machine”.
It is dedicated to how redundancy will be integrated in a SOA application.
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1.2.15.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Setting redundancy parameters on a component

2

Deployment of a redundant component

1.2.15.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Setting redundancy parameters on a component
First of all, redundancy is limited to “control components”: i.e. components with no direct I/O access.
Redundancy applies to the process of the redundant component, not to its sub‐components.
For the “new machine”, the integrator chooses to make the “filling_machine” component redundant: He
checks the corresponding button in the component parameters, and chooses to have 2 copies of this process
running simultaneously. See Figure 41.
In : Enum Repartitor (start, stop)
Out: Enum Repartitor_status (running, warning,
failure)

In : Enum Machine (start, stop)
Out: Enum Machine_status (running, warning,
failure)

Filling machine

Repartitor
Cylinder

I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
Ø
Ladder
list

Filling Unit 1

Filling machine
I/Os list
Ø

SFC list
Ø
Ladder
list

Filling Unit 2

Figure 41: Redundant application

The rest of the application is not impacted: All the sub components connections to the process are
automatically doubled. The interface of the component doesn’t change, and the SCADA/ERP application
doesn’t change.
Step 2: Deployment of a redundant component
In the deployment phase, the Integrator will have to choose a device for each instance of the
“filling_machine” process. In this case, he chooses the two HMI controllers of the filling units. See Figure 42.
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Figure 42: New machine deployment configuration with redundancy

1.2.16. Use Case UC1.2.16 Agent-based Control
The picture of the aggregated “filling machine” used in the previous use case composed of two sub
machines and a material distributor is too simple and maybe therefore not appropriate for an agent based.
Therefore, a more complex system has been chosen.
Historical Background: Agent‐based control platform FactoryBroker™
FactoryBroker™ has been implemented by Schneider Automation GmbH, in cooperation with
DaimlerChrysler AG, Research and Technology, Berlin, Germany. It has been developed as an automation
tool to support the implementation of agent‐oriented control paradigms at industrial level. The system, in
turn, leads to the realization of the “agile manufacturing” paradigm, where reprogrammable reconfigurable
continuously changeable mechatronical components of production systems are integrated into an
information intensive manufacturing system. The functionality of the implemented solution includes those
features necessary to enable the physical/hardware manufacturing components at runtime to enter into
“negotiations” and to mutually “coordinate” their behavior, managing the production, listed as follows:
• capability to allocate, join, leave, and participate in cooperation relationships for the performance
control of manufacturing tasks;
• capability to reason about manufacturing tasks and their relationships to control software
applications, and to acquire and share knowledge related to this reasoning;
• capability to issue appropriate control commands and functions to dynamically modify existing
applications performing new tasks or recovering from abnormal situations.
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Figure 43: UC1.2.16: Architecture of the FactoryBroker™ agent‐based control

The “agent‐based components” of FactoryBroker™ are basically formed on a functional decomposition of a
shop floor. It is complemented with all essential attributes that are necessary in a holarchy: cooperativeness,
autonomy, intelligence, and openness. The following two key constraints have been applied to the design of
this HCS: 1) The interfaces of the agents are specified in a way that different (heterogeneous) agents may
cooperate. 2) Agents are used to model the software part of “holons,” which are software and
hardware/mechatronics entities. Then, the scope of responsibility of the designed agents is derived from the
physical system—machines are getting machine agents, transport systems are getting transport agents,
workpieces are getting workpiece agents. The key aspect for applications at the shop floor level is indeed the
integration with existing machine control systems, i.e., legacy systems. This includes the embedding into
conventional control equipment [e.g., programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and computer numerical
control (CNC), the use of demanded operating systems at the shop floor (e.g., Windows), and the interfacing
with established communication interfaces.
A FactoryBroker™ agent is 1) an intelligent software, which has a defined set of goals related to production
specifications a) optimize transport (e.g., time); b) optimize load of machines; c) allow different variants
of workpieces; 2) an intelligent software, which extends existing platforms a) IEC 61131 function blocks for
PLCs; b) Window NT application for PC; 3) an intelligent software, which is acting autonomously and
communicating interactive with other components using different communication platforms (e.g.
COM/DCOM).
Workpiece Agent: This PC‐based type of agent cares about the planning and processing of one or more
workpieces. In order to build a redundant system, several workpiece agents are active and sharing the load
of the production system simultaneously. If an agent fails, other workpiece agents are taking over its
workpieces. So far, running interactions are switched to the new responsible agent. A workpiece agent is
requesting offers from machine agents. In general, more than one offer is received; therefore, the agent
validates these and confirming a job to the machine agent that has sent the best offer. The validation
algorithm considers several issues (e.g., time of transportation, load of the machines). Since the workpiece
agent is rather a supervisor (identifying the workpiece, checking its needed operations, looking for
machines, initiating the transport), its interface is rather simple. The workpiece agent drives most of the
interactions between the agents of the multi agent system (MAS).
Machine Agent: A machine agent knows the possible tools for drilling or milling, etc., as well as the state and
the load of its corresponding machine. The machine agent responds with a specific offer based on its current
state, which is validated by the workpiece agent. In case of a best offer, the machine agent gets the job.
Different offers and jobs can be operated in parallel, but only one workpiece will be processed inside the
machine usually. Like the workpiece agent, the machine agent is implemented as Windows service and can
manage, during a conversation session.
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Transport Agent: There are different types of transportation agents, and all of them can participate in a
cooperation control/ scheduling activity. A loader agent organizes the loading and introduction of new
workpieces into the system. It is communicating with workpiece agents in order to find out which workpiece
agent takes the workpiece responsibility. The shift table agent is responsible for moving workpieces between
different conveyor belts. This second type knows the destination and decides autonomously which path has
to be selected for the transportation to the target machine. Workpieces that are finished will be handled by
an Unloader Agent, which releases these workpieces to the outside environment of the production system.
All types of transportation agents are parameterized corresponding to the topology and design of the MAS.

1.2.16.1.

Description of the use case “Agent-based Control”

Phase involved: Design, Realization and Operation.
The focus of this use case is based on the shift table mechatronics component of the FactoryBroker™.
The physical structure of the table remains almost the same as described in the historical background
information, but modifications exist at control and interface level. The remaining agent roles, such as
workpiece‐, machine‐, loading‐ and unloading‐agent are not described inhere, but referred to as described in
the information part with principal provided functionalities.
The meaning of an Agent system is to be demonstrates at the sample of a shift table unit that serves as an
intelligent material distributor and buffer. If an object reaches a particular position at the table, the table has
to decide which path to choose for that object. The decision depends on different aspects: a) possible pre‐
determined targets (e.g. a machine X provides a service, which is useful for the next manufacturing step of
the product); b) availability of downstream conveying belts (e.g., is there a path to the target); c)
availability in the future (e.g. conveyor belt X will be overloaded at time point Y, because machine Z, which
is situated in the path, will have finished a job and block a belt element at that time); d) scheduling of task
processing for objects with different priority.
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Figure 44: UC1.2.16: Mechatronical structure of shift table unit
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Figure 45: UC1.2.16: Shift tables composition of to build production systems

Decisions take place at different level of functional abstraction: a) decisions where local view is sufficient; b)
decisions where a more global view can help to approach an optimal solution to the problem, or where
information from direct environment is insufficient. For example, if an object reaches a position in the table
and there are several potential ways to route the object to its destination, the table application can
autonomously probe for path’s availability. If all paths except for one are blocked the decision is trivial and
can be handled entirely by the instance that coordinates the low‐level service invocations of the table, e.g. the
service orchestrator. Of course, this approach makes sense only to certain extend; if too much is handled
within the same level the logic becomes too complex.
An optimum can only be reached if all neighbouring systems are considered in the global observation of the
situation. A distributed Agent system serves here in our scope to leverage decision making for routing. It is
clearly distinguished between problems that can be solved by the component itself and problems that
require a broader view and more information processing.
Basic negotiations capabilities:
1) A workpiece has associated a workpiece agent that knows the workplan (sequence and type of tasks
that this piece has to receive. At each moment and in each position on the material flow structure,
this workpiece agent has to exchange information with the smart mechatronics components that
compose the material flow. Based on this exchange, the movement of the workpiece in some
direction will be the result of a negotiation between it and the agents associated to the intelligent
nodes of the material flow (smart mechatronics components, e.g., a shift table).
2) The basis for the negotiation is –as described before‐ the workplan but also the state of the
processing units (machines), which have also an agent associated to each of them.
3) When a workpiece agent conversates with the material flow agents, e.g., shift‐table, there are local
decisions involving neighbouring material flow agents. Nevertheless, the final decision for a defined
material flow path can not be taken before a broad negotiation happens between the shift‐table and
other agents of the material flow system. Note: A decision for a given path depends not only on local
aspects but also on states and knowledge allocated in other elements, i.e., material flow agents
(possibly far away from the current shift table).
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The above briefly described scene is associated to negotiations among agents, which is basically mapped into
the choreography of services, when the agent head is placed on the top a WS associated to the mechatronics
component, i.e., the shifttable.
Choreography of services is only possible if the services are firstly orchestrated and co‐ordinated, i.e., the
shifttable is in its basic structure and behaviour coordinated with their neighbouring material flow
components and also with the workpieces.
Example: the shift table is coordinated and orchestrated with six transport tables (three inputs of workpieces
and three outputs of workpieces). At a given time, it can get request from at most three workpieces for being
transported or distributed respectively. Due to the orchestration and coordination, the shift table can provide
local decisions based on the state of the outputs tables and of course the request of the workpiece. But, it can
not give a final decision if it does not negotiate before with far away shift tables, machines and transports
located outside of the local coordination. This last negotiation is part of a global view of the system and the
negotiation at this level can be associated to the choreography of the sub structured services.
The exact structure of the multiagent system and the structure of each of the agents itself is not defined yet.
It is proposed that the mechatronics component (shift table) is mapped into a shift table service,
structurally/statically orchestrated and coordinated with other services, which utilizes the agent
functionality allocated on top of the service to support choreography functions for behavioural/dynamic
routing decisions.
Possible simple operations of the shift table element that have to be coordinated/orchestrated with
neighbouring elements, which focus only on transporting of objects (proposal not validated yet), could be:

Input
parameters

Output
parameters
object ready to be
fetched or not

Operation

Description

Fetch

Retrieves an object from the neighbouring
table to the specified position.

position [1..7]

Move To

Order to move a specific object from
actual
source position to specified
destination position within the same table

destination
position, object
id

At Position

Event that is fired when an object has
reached its destination position

Can Accept

Query if a table is ready to accept
additional objects at the specified position

Event
(pub/
sub)

table id, position,
object id
destination
position, object
id

can accept or not

During one negotiation between a workpiece and the shifttable, the workpiece ask to the shift table for some
movement within the system (e.g., based on workplan). The shift table has the set of possible actions
addressed above. The shift table will select one of them, after it negotiates with other transport parts, shift
tables and machines, in order to dynamically allow the workpiece to make the right movement according to
its request. Preconditions for that approach:
1) Worpiece, shift table, transport tables, machines and other shift tables are coordinated and
orchestrated.
2) From a set of possible responses to the workpiece agent request, the shift table select one (and only
one) after it negotiates with the other orchestrated elements. It means, the shift table participates in a
choreography action with all involved partners.
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3) From the choreography action, the shift table come out with one of its services (operations) and the
workpiece will be moved.
ShiftTable
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work step
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Agent
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Figure 46: UC1.2.16: Shift table component invokes shift table agent for routing assistance
Ask Shift table agent what to do with that object at that position.
•

Shift table agent will find out the destination of that object, e.g. workpiece agent identifies object, has
knowledge about the next working steps (workpiece agent handles ordering machines for working
steps).

•

Agent will work out a routing plan together with other Agents, based on resource analysis for
machines, conveyors in order to optimize throughput, time consumption and prevent from deadlock
situations.

•

In case possible routing paths are found these can be returned to the requesting component, by
sending a list of possible following positions

Suppose a pallet, carrying a product with object id 1 reaches a position on a shift table, e.g. position 5.
Path A) can be used for putting the pallet in a waiting loop
Path B) , C) can be used depending on which provides the best throughput performance
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Figure 47: UC1.2.16: Shift table routing decision at point T1 Pos3
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Suppose the pallet has taken the path via conveyor 2 of table 2 and reaches the position 6.
Path A), B) can be used for putting the pallet in a waiting loop, depending on buffer availability. They will
also be used in case machine 3 breaks and a machine providing the same operations is available upstream.
Path C) can finally be used if Machine3 is free
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Figure 48: UC1.2.16: Shift table routing decision at point T2 Pos6

1.2.16.2.

No

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Which are the mechatronics components (MC)?

2

Putting the MC together

3

Identify conflicts / decision nodes

4

Build coordination / orchestration model

5

Identify Basic operations

6

Analysis and validation

7

Map mechatronics component to service

8

Map decision node to agent head

9

Identify electric, mechanic interfaces

10

Map mechatronics operation to devices

11

Identify Agent interactions

12

Identify Agent to MC interaction

1.2.16.3.

Step description

Step1: Identify mechatronics components (MC)
The modularization of a production system requires the decomposition of the present “controller‐oriented
structure” into functional modules with a “manufacturing‐task‐oriented structure”. Those mechatronics
components are autonomous in terms of providing a set of autonomous manufacturing services which can
be considered as useful in other contexts, as well. The MC is a composition of mechanical, mechatronics,
controller and intelligence parts, e.g. a Robot, a conveyor element, a complete shift table component etc.
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Step2: Putting mechatronic components (MC) together
The previously decomposed production system and process has to be reassembled by putting MC together
in a particular way that suits the present manufacturing demands and requirements best.
Step3: Identify conflicts / decision nodes
Taking the picture of a presented material flow system, the system engineer has to identify spots in the flow
system that will be prone to conflicts at runtime or which behaviours cannot be specified statically at design
time.
Step4: Build coordination / orchestration
Create the coordination of the whole material flow system.
Step5: Identify Basic operations
Identify all basic operations, which a mechatronic component can offer. The operations are included in the
material flow specification.
Step6: Analysis and validation
Validation analysis has the goal to verify the correctness of coordination / orchestration model design and
has also the target to check all the initial and possible material flow specifications. The validation will
provide quantitative and qualitative analysis about the performance and the behaviour of the system, e.g.
the guarantee of the absence of possible deadlock situations.
Step7: Map mechatronics component to service
Each autonomous mechatronics component is associated or mapped respectively to a service, providing the
mapping of the previously identified basic operations to the service interface accordingly.
Step8: Map decision node to agent head
The nodes of the material flow system that require dynamic decisions at runtime are to be mapped to agents.
That means, if a shift table component, represented by a shift table service contains places in its routing
paths that needs additional advice at runtime, the shift table service is a candidate for an agent (shift table
agent).
Step9: Identify electric, mechanic interfaces
Identify electric, mechanic interfaces that correspond to each of the operations offered by service.
Step10: Map mechatronics operation to device interactions
In a top down approach, each mechatronic operation is mapped into the interface to a PLC, I/O, Motor,
Stopper etc. At his very low level control logic is implemented for the realtime control of the resources. It is
specified how the operations interact with the input and output‐modules of the process interface.
Step11: Identify Agent interactions
Identify the interaction between the agents associated to decision nodes. These interactions are the skeleton
of the Choreography.
Step12: Identify Agent to mechatronics components interactions
Identify the interface from the decider (choreography) and the elements of the mechatronic component that
will perform the selected operation.
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1.3. Use Cases from flexible manufacturing (car production)
System Presentation
The system presented here is typical of assembly automation machinery used in automotive engine
manufacture, where assembly stations are link via free conveyors. The overall context for the application is
described and a typical set of components and their functional requirements are outlined for a typical
functional module in such a system. Initially, an overview on the engine design and manufacturing project
(known as the “new Engine Project”) is given as below.
A New engine project starts with strategic planning and market study which leads to the identification of the
product specification, volumes, and fund approval. As shown in Figure 49, about 33 months before
completion of the project, following several simultaneous engineering meetings with suppliers and machine
builders and finalising the selection of the collaborators, the machine production lines are conceptually
designed and manufacturing of production lines is started at the machine builders’ sites. The detailed
design, test and installation of machines are carried out by the machine builders, with frequent inspections
by engineers from the engine manufacturers. Machine builders also sub‐contract machine components to
specialist component builders and concentrate on overall line design, line assembly and commissioning of
the mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and control systems. Typically about 4 months prior to the completion
of the project, the machinery should be dismantled and delivered to the manufacturer sites for final tests and
try‐out machining. Onsite engineers then perform a detailed examination of all production and assembly
lines at the site and complete the stage called production verification. At the end of this stage (known as job
1) engine manufacturer is ready to produce the first engine and commence the mass production. At the same
time, the assembly lines are ready to assemble various engine components to the engine block. The lines will
be under constant inspection for several months to avoid problems related to the training, machine
adjustments and maintenance.

Figure 49: Typical Car Engine design, built and assembly life cycle
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This use case is focused on the “equipment design and build” phase of the new engine programme. Within
this phase the use case will further concentrate on the design and build of the assembly machines from a
controls engineering perspective. The following table classifies various phases of a typical car engine
development lifecycle.
New Engine project lifecycle
Phase

Phase description

Study

Strategic intent, company confidential; End user
objective setting ‘sourcing strategy’
created

Specification

Sourcing, selection of components, End user; Controls vendors
external specifications for programs,
legislative and internal specs

Simultaneous
Engineering

Communication of targets, buy in from End user;
builders and vendors for firm proposal
M/C builder;
to meet objectives from study
Controls vendor

Site selection

Decision of plant location

Machine
selection

builder Commitment to use particular partners

Organization involvement

End user
End user

Machine Design

Detailed design to complement off the End user; M/C builder; controls vendors;
shelf machines
tooling

Build at vendor

Run sections of line at OEM to reduce M/C builder; controls vendor
costs and take time out of program

Try‐out

Testing machine, parts provided from End user; M/C builder;
suppliers to prove rate and quality

Dismantle and ship

Movement and configuration of line

Commissioning
capability

M/C builder

and Arrangement of plant services, OEM M/C builder; End user; controls vendor
produces first part‐ lab assessed; full
capability run of around 70 parts with
further tolerance tests

Part sample warrant Product design green light for completed End user; machine builders and controls
engines
vendors involved in line issues
(PSW)
(Wait phase)
Job 1 & Launch

Through launch ramp to ensure rate and End user; OEMs
improved reliability

Lessons learned

What has been learned and future End user; OEMs and controls vendors
project improvements
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The user groups (actors) involved with the new engine programme can be classifies ad below
End User Actors
Simultaneous
Engineering Team
Project and
engineers

Description

Phases involved in

Agree engineering partners and overall Simultaneous Engineering
scope and specification

Control Concept design of the overall machine Simultaneous Engineering
control systems and selection of the vendors
Machine Design

Process engineer

Design the sequential process of manufac‐ Simultaneous Engineering, Try‐out,
turing and assembly of product (e.g. engine)
Job 1 & Launch

Plant engineer

Design and layout the production/assembly Site selection
sites
Commissioning and capability

M/C Builder Actor

Description

Phases involved in

Mechanical engineer

Design and development of mechanical Concept/Detailed design
design of the machine

Electrical Engineer

Design and development of electrical design Concept/Detailed design
of the machine

Control and Software Design and development of software/hard‐ Concept/Detailed design
Engineers
ware components of machine control
systems
Control Engineer
Project Engineer

Test and commissioning of the machine Vendor Commissioning
components

The main emphasise of this use case is placed on the assembly automation system of the new engine project,
with particular detailed description of a part of one assembly station of the assembly line.
Overview of Assembly Processes
Assembly automation involves the fitting together of manufactured parts into complete structures or units.
It is the final step in the manufacturing process. Assembly operation can be divided into primary and
secondary operations. Primary operations are operations that directly add value to the assembled product,
while secondary operations provide supporting roles to the primary operations, for example, transportation,
handling to and from assembly stations, and orientation of parts prior to assembly operations. The primary
operations to assemble a part onto an assembly can be generalised into the following tasks: feed stable
assembly, feed part, test initial state, grasp part, move part, connect part, release part, test final state, and
retrieve assembly.
Automotive engine assembly systems are dedicated systems that require specialised assembly equipment to
be built from scratch. The example in Figure 50 shows an engine‐block assembly plant. It consists of a
transport system that links together various assembly stations. Raw engine blocks are loaded onto empty
pallets on the transport system at the start and then carried into different assembly stations where engine
parts, such as pistons, con‐rods and the cylinder head, are assembled to the engine blocks. At the end of the
process, fully assembled engines are tested in hot test cells prior to being unloaded and sent to vehicle
assembly plants.
Conveyors are used in the transport system to transport the pallets between assembly stations. Radio
frequency identification (RFID) tags are installed in each pallet for storing process information and the
history associated with the part of assembly carried by the pallet. Pallet diverters or indexing stations are
located at the conveyor intersections to direct pallets through alternative routes to different stations or to
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change the orientation of the pallet for the subsequent assembly operation. Sensors and mechanical stops are
used throughout the transport system to track the pallets and direct them down different conveyors
according to the information stored in each respective pallet.
Assemble pistons
& conrods

Align &
rundown
oil pan

Load
crankshaft

Run-down
conrod
bolts

Wash
block

Assembly
bedplate

Clamp
bedplate

Rundown
bolts

Remove
bedplate bolts

Stamp
engine

Rundown
cylinder head
bolts

Timing
chains

Time
engine

Front
cover

Rundown
front cover

Rundown
cam cover

Fit
oilpan

Hot test
cells

Load block

Start

Assemble
cylinder
heads

Wire
harness

Rundown
exhaust
manifold

Air test &
oil fill

Unload
engine

Figure 50: Example of an engine block assembly line

The assembly stations are distributed along the transport system. Pallets arriving at an assembly station are
held in a queue. The pallets will be released one at a time from the queue into the station. When a pallet has
arrived on the assembly location, it is first secured by a fixing unit so that assembly operations can be
accurately performed on the part carried by the pallet. An RF Tag reader/writer will read the RF data tag to
determine the operation that needs to be performed on the parts. The result of the assembly operation will
be recorded into the data tag before the pallet is released and allowed to leave the station. The assembly
stations operate independently of each other; there is no control coupling between them. In case of
disturbances, pallets will be buffered on the conveyor belts between stations. If a station slows or stops
because of a breakdown or a shortage of parts to feed, a bottleneck will occur. Soon stations up the transport
line will have to stop if pallets cannot proceed freely and stations down the line will be starved of work‐piece
pallets. Therefore, any disruption of the assembly process in the plant has to be identified and resolved
quickly to minimise the impact on production performance.
The assembly lines are designed and built based on a component‐based approach from physical and
potentially also software modules. Figure 51 illustrates a systematic approach to design and implementation
of typical assembly automation systems within the automotive industry. The approach includes: the design
of system specification and validation of control characteristics, decomposing the system into sub‐systems
and modular components, and test and commissioning of individual modules and the whole system. It
starts with the system specification phase, where the system characteristics are analysed and the system is
decomposed into components and the logical structure is defined. During this stage, the design team
requires tools in the engineering environment to construct the system structure and its composition. The
next stage of system development, the implementation stage, is concerned with the selection of the
components for eventual deployment. Components that do not exist in previous projects have to be
developed. The subsystems can be constructed and individually commissioned before being assembled
together into the complete system. Finally, the subsystems are assembled and the complete system is
commissioned.
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Figure 51: Assembly system design and implementation diagram

1.3.1. Use Case UC1.3.01 Automation System Specification
1.3.1.1.

Description

The assembly automation system is designed and built according to the adopted component‐based approach
as illustrated by Figure 51. The following describes design steps of a typical assembly automation system
within the automotive industry.
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1.3.1.2.
No.

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

System control characteristics

2

Decomposition of system into components

3

Component specification

4

3a

Composing system

3b

Defining component interlock
Validation of system control behaviour

1.3.1.3.

Step description

Step 1: System control characteristics description
The characteristics of the control system are defined and analysed in details based on the overall end user
requirements. The machine builder is required to carry out a breakdown of the machine related aspects of
the programme. The process requirement will be studied and decomposed into process steps suitable for
individual machines meeting the required process cycle time for the target production volumes and required
product mix.
Step 2: Decomposition of system into components description
The logical structure of the control system is defined and the system is broken down into sub‐systems and
components. This is carried out by the design team using a set of tools developed within the engineering
environment.
Step 3: Component specification description
A specification for the individual components needs to be generated. It is important to note that careful
consideration is given to the modularity, re‐configurability, and scalability of the system to meet projected
future requirements for product variation within a defined envelope.
Step 3 Variation a: Composing system description
The assembly of the components to build a particular system needs to be specified.
Step 3 Variation b: Defining the control logic
The control logic for the system must be defined in an appropriate manner.
Step 4: Validation of system control behaviour description
The behaviour of the system must be validated. Typically this involves simulation and modelling.
Additionally analysis tools could be used to verify the behaviour of the system, e.g., for deadlock and race
conditions.

1.3.2. Use Case UC1.3.02 Automation System Design
1.3.2.1.

Description

The control system needs to be implemented to mirror the modularity, re‐configurability, and scalability of
the mechanical machine elements.
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1.3.2.2.
No.

V.No.

1

Step list

Name

Focus

System development
1a

Purchasing components

1b

Hard engineering

1.3.2.3.

Step description

Step 1: System development description
The design of the overall system needs to be generated. It is important to note that careful consideration is
again given to the modularity, re‐configurability, and scalability of the system to meet projected future
requirements for product variation within a defined envelope.
Step 1 Variation a: Purchasing components description
Components may be purchased as standard items at this stage – this particularly applies to the control
system components.
Step 1 Variation b: Hard engineering description
At this phase, the production line machine configurations are finalised and detailed mechanical design is
carried out.

1.3.3. Use Case UC1.3.03 Automation System Realisation
1.3.3.1.

Description

The various components of the sub‐systems and system are aggregated together at this stage.

1.3.3.2.
No.

V.No.

1

Step list

Name

Focus

Implementing subsystems
1a

Assembly of subsystems

1b

Testing components (& sub‐components)

2

Assembly of system

3

Testing system

1.3.3.3.

Step description

Step 1: System development description
Engineering of the system needs to be supported at this stage.
Step 1 Variation a: Assembly of subsystems description
Components are combined together to form sub‐systems.
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Step 1 Variation b: Testing components description
The behaviour of the physical components needs to be tested.
Step 2: Assembly of system description
Assembly of the components to form sub‐systems and the ultimately the system now follows.
Step 3: Testing system description
Qualitative and quantitative testing of the complete system must be performed.

1.3.4. Use Case UC1.3.04 Automation System Commissioning
1.3.4.1.

Description

At this phase, the machine builder is responsible for initial commissioning and then delivery and
configuration of the production line at the selected end user production facility.

1.3.4.2.
No.

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Commissioning system

2

Deliver system

1.3.4.3.

Step description

Step 1: Commissioning system description
The machine builder is responsible for producing the first good part, i.e., manufactured components or
assemblies within the required tolerance bands. Control vendor support engineers are required to ensure
successful control system installation and optimization.
Step 2: Deliver system description
The system must be shipped and reassembled at the user site. A final commissioning activity the takes place
and the system must be proved out for compliance with production volume and quality requirements.

Assembly station
Details are provided for the design of the control system of a typical assembly station. As shown in Figure
52Figure 52, the transport system forms a closed test‐loop where pallets travel around the loop into the
assembly station where the assembly operations will be performed. Pallets exiting the assembly station will
be diverted to one of two lanes by a track diverter. The pallets are then buffered for a short period of time,
before being released into the assembly station again. The assembly station performs a pick‐and‐place
operation – feed parts can be taken from a feed tray and fitted to the pallet (loaded), or removed from the
pallet (unloaded) and replaced back into the feed tray. Radio frequency data tags (RF Tags) are mounted
below each pallet to carry information related to the pallet and result of the assembly operation.
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Figure 52: Schematic layout of assembly station within an assembly line
The assembly operation is performed by a gantry module consisting of two servo‐controlled linear axes (Y
and Z) and a pneumatic gripper as shown in Figure 53. An ultrasonic sensor is attached near the gripper to
enable the station to detect the presence of a part. Pallets entering the assembly station are held by electro‐
mechanical stop units to stop the movement of the pallet and prevent it from moving further along the
conveyor. A pneumatic fixing unit is raised to lock the pallet into position before the assembly process. Four
different pick‐and‐place operations can be performed on the pallet, depending on a program number
recorded in the RF tag on the pallet. New application sequences will typically be associated with new
program numbers allowing process variants to be readily accommodated.

Figure 53: Assembly system and its components
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The component types used in this overall example are: Conveyor Drives, Pallet Sensor, Stop, Diverter, RF
(radio frequency) identification unit, Indexing Unit, Gripper, Z‐axis vertical gantry, Y‐axis horizontal gantry,
Power supply unit and HMI control panel. The specification and decomposition of some of the major
components for the unload pallet station are described in Table 7 and Table 8 .
Table 7: Automation assembly device requirement for implementation
Assembly system
Name
Number
Function/Description
of units
Power
1
As for the transport system but in addition, the power supply unit is also
supply unit
hard‐wired to the machine access gate. Drive power will be disconnected if
the gate is accidentally opened.
Operator
1
As for the transport system
console
Stop
2
As for the transport system. The first stop, denoted as the pre‐stop, is used to
hold the pallet queue outside the assembly station to prevent pallets from
entering the assembly station when a pallet is already occupying the station.
The second stop is used to stop a pallet as it reaches the assembly location.
Pallet sensor
6
Pallet sensors are mounted along the conveyors to detect pallets arrive at the
hold area, entering the assembly station, at the assembly station, leaving the
station and having left the station respectively.
Fixing unit
1
The fixing unit consists of two pneumatically driven locating pins. These are
raised to secure the pallet when an assembly operation is being performed.
Servo drives
2
Two servo drives (Rexroth Indramat DKC Ecodrives) are used to control the
horizontal (Y) and vertical gantry (Z) axes.
Gripper
1
A pneumatic gripper is mounted at the end of the vertical gantry to grip or
release a part.
RF Tag
1
As for the transport system. The reader/writer is used here to read the
reader/writer
program number off each pallet at the assembly station to determine the
operation that is to be performed. The result of the assembly operation will
be written to the pallet before it is allowed to leave.
Ultrasonic
1
This is mounted to the vertical gantry to detect the presence of a part.
sensor
Table 8: Decomposition of assembly system
Subsystem

Component

Control Element

Assembly
Subsystem

Power Supply Unit
Monitor console

Power supply unit
Operator console
Subsystem monitor
Stop actuator
Pallet sensor
Stop actuator
Pallet sensor
Fixing unit
Enter station sensor
At station sensor
Leaving station sensor
Left station sensor
RF tag ID

Pre‐stop
Stop
Fixing unit
Section monitoring

RFTag
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Y‐axis

Z‐axis
Gripper
Ultrasonic sensor

RF tag writer
Operation
Position
Assembly operation control
Movement status
Operation control
Position
Gripper
Ultrasonic sensor

Figure 54 details the major components required for the unload pallet station. The configuration here allows
for the option of decentralised control of the individual low‐level components. These are specified
individually in Figure 56 in terms of the basic hardware requirements and typical I/O configuration to
interface to external devices. The diagram mentions twisted‐pair network communication between
components but this is obviously implementation dependent and subject to change.

Sample
Component
Decomposition

Power Operator
Supply Console

Unload pallet

Stop

Pallet
Sensor

Fixing
Unit

Servo
Drives

Gripper

RF Tag
Reader
Writer

Figure 54: Example component configuration

Figure 55 illustrates the high level sequence of the “unload pallet” application. This figure shows, in
flowchart form, the high level logic typically required to achieve the unloading of parts from a supply pallet.
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Program name:
Program number:

Unload pallet
2, 4

Read RF
Tag

Go to pallet
position 1
Check if
pallet is
loaded
[no]
Display error
[yes]
lower gripper

Go to pallet
position 2

grip part

raise gripper

release part

raise gripper

move to first
free position
in feed tray

lower gripper

check
operation
completed?
[yes]
go to initial
position

write result
to RF tag

Figure 55: High level sequence of the “unload pallet” application
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OUT: power on

Control voltage
(24V)

Twisted-pair network
communication

IN: ESTOP ok

Control
LonWorks controller
Component

IN: Guard-door ok
IN: Enable power ok
IN: Section 1 ok

Power supply unit

OUT: power enable

IN: Section 2 ok

RS 232

Control voltage
(24V)

TX
RX
GND
CTS
RTS

Control
LonWorks
controller
Twisted-pair network
communication

Component

RF Tag reader/writer unit

Component: Power Supply Unit

Control
Component

LonWorks controller
Twisted-pair network
communication

Control voltage
(24V)

Control
Component

LonWorks controller
Twisted-pair network
communication

A/D converter

Control voltage
(24V)

Interfacing circuit

Component: RF Tag

OUT: Release
OUT: Purge

Component: Gripper

Analogue input signal

Control
Component

LonWorks controller
Twisted-pair network
communication

WAGO I/O

Control voltage
(24V)

Indramat ECODRIVE
Servo drive

Component: Ultrasonic Sensor

Control
Component

LonWorks controller
Twisted-pair network
communication

Component: Z axis

Indramat ECODRIVE
Servo drive

Control voltage
(24V)

WAGO I/O

Component: Y axis

Figure 56: Components I/O specifications
Figure 57 provides examples of the typical state behaviour of the low level components. This low‐level
behaviour is typically initiated and monitored from a series of high level sequences. The flowchart in Figure
55 documents the high level sequence of the “unload pallet” application. This might typically be
implemented in the form of sequential function charts and other high‐level programming method.
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At scan rack
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At rack 2

...
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...
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2
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2

IN POSITION
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At rack 1

Control Element: RFTag.Program ID

GOING TO

at empty Pallet

Move to scan
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At scan rack
8

Move to rack
8

At rack 8

Move to scan
Pallet 1
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Move to scan
Pallet 2

At scan
Pallet 2

Move to
Pallet 1

At Pallet 1
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Lowering to
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rack
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external
conditions
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TO RACK
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conditions
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conditions
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INITIAL
POSITION

At Pallet

Lowered at
Pallet

At initial position

Control element: Z-axis.Operation

Control Element: Y-axis.Position

Control Element: Z-axis.Position

Figure 57: State transition behaviour for representing machine elements

1.3.5. Use Case UC1.3.05 Reconfiguration of Automation System
1.3.5.1.

Description

A typical reconfiguration of an assembly system station would involve the additional or removal of low‐
level components and the introduction of alternative high‐level logic variations.

Sample
Component
Decomposition

Unload Pallet

Power Operator
Supply Console

Pallet
Sensor

Stop

Fixing
Unit

Unload pallet
with part
search capability

Servo
Drives

Gripper

RF Tag
Ultrasonic
Reader
Sensor
Writer

Figure 58: Modified component structure with additional ultrasonic sensor
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Figure 58 shows a typical minor reconfiguration. An additional low‐level component needs to be added and
additional high‐level application logic needs to be provided to support a new engine variant. The addition
of the Ultrasonic Sensor component requires new high‐level functionality. The original functionality remains
in place (e.g., to support existing products) but the system now supports an additional capability. The
appropriate (product‐specific) applications being selected from the pallet RF tag information (see Figure 59).
In the example a tag number of 1.3 selects the new search routine utilising the additional ultrasonic sensing
component, whilst a tag number of 2.4 will select the existing component configuration and application
logic.
Program name:
Program number:

Unload pallet
2, 4

Program name:

Unload pallet

Program number:

1,3

Read RF
Tag

Read RF
Tag

Go to pallet
position 1

Go to first
free position
in feed tray

Check if
pallet is
loaded

lower gripper

[no]

grip part

raise gripper

Check if
pallet is free

move to first
free position
in feed tray

Go to pallet
position 2

lower gripper

[no]
Display error

release part

raise gripper

lower gripper

check
operation
completed?

release part

raise gripper

check
operation
completed?
[yes]

[yes]
go to initial
position

raise gripper

move to free
position in
pallet

Display error
[yes]
lower gripper

grip part

write result
to RF tag

go to initial
position

write result
to RF tag

Figure 59: New and existing variants of the unload pallet station high‐level logic

1.3.5.2.
No.

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Specify and test new component

2

Introduce the new component to the system

3

Revise high‐level logic

1.3.5.3.

Step description

Step 1: Specify and test new component
A new ultrasonic sensor component is specified, implemented and tested – its state behaviour and interface
defined.
Step 2: Introduce the new component to the system
An additional low‐level component needs to be added to the system configuration
Step 3: Revise high‐level logic
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The system requires new high‐level logic functionality – implemented in this step. The original functionality
remains in place (e.g., to support existing products) but the system now supports an additional capability,
see Figure 59. In the logic required for the example a tag number of 1.3 must select the new search routine
utilising the additional ultrasonic sensing component, whilst a tag number of 2.4 will select the existing
application logic.

1.4. Use Cases from process control

System presentation
Process industries like, paper mills, chemical plants, mining industries, oil refineries, has continuous flow
operations. A raw material is the input, e.g. wood, ore or raw oil, which is then processed in one or several
steps to produce a refined product like, pulp, metal sheets or petrol. The output/products of these industries
are often measured in units of volume or weight. Historically the production parameters have been rather
static and the main variable has been the volume to produce. Now days, the quality and other product
characteristics are also variables that vary frequently due to the need to adapt to the market and serve
customer demands. The production equipment and the control of it have hence to more flexible.
Taking a paper mill as an example the process to produce paper includes several steps (see ref 3 for a more
in‐depth description of the process):
1.

2.

Produce the pulp from wood (several different methods)
a.

Chemical

b.

Mechanical

c.

Thermo‐mechanical (TMP)

Pulp bleaching
d.

Bleaching process

e.

Mixing

f.

Washing

3.

Pulp preparations for the papermaking

4.

Paper making (“the paper machine”)
g.

Fiber concentration (“the head box”)

h.

Forming the paper sheet (“the wire”)

i.

Removing water (“the presses”)

j.

Post processing (moister level, coating and finishing)

All these steps require the control of continuous processes with a varying degree of control complexity. In
current installations the control is managed by controllers like the ABB AC800M controller which is a part of
the 800xA DCS system. Analogue sensor data is collected from temperature and pressure transmitters etc,
and the processes are manipulated using heaters, pumps and valves etc. The systems components are today
3

Industrial automation applications, structures and systems, Gustaf Olsson, Christian Rosen , Lund
University 2004
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typically interconnected by digital field buses or even more commonly by analogue parallel signalling over
4‐20mA. The control functions of the system are performed by classic automatic control theory where the
controller, in a basic implementation, calculates the output value for the actuator using some predefined
approach like PID or a process model, based on magnitude of the error between the actual sensor value and
the desired value. The complexity of the control function varies from well known PI and PID controllers to
advanced and fast model based multivariable controllers.

Figure 60: Example for control loops in pulp and paper plant

The use cases described in this section address the systems (called process control systems), which provide
an automatic control function and are sub‐systems of the over all plant system (traditionally a DCS). A
process control system (see Figure 61) has the objective to perform either servo or regulatory control having
the following components:
1.

One or several actuators

2.

One or several sensors

3.

Digital controllers

4.

Wireless communication means

5.

Software tools

(b)

(c)

(d)
(a)

Figure 61: general model of a process control system
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The system (a) includes process control systems, which performs a generic control function on the process
(d). The process control sub‐system is composed of sensors, actuators and controllers interconnected by
wireless communication. Use cases (c) with specific goals are performed by external actors like operators
(see section 1.4.5) but also external systems like DCS.

1.4.1. Use Case UC1.4.01 Specification
1.4.1.1.

Description

Phase: Specification
The goal of this use case is to specify the control goal of the system, that is which physical entity is going to
be controlled and at which accuracy and performance.

1.4.1.2.

No

V.No.

1

Step list

Name

Focus

Describe the process
1a

2

Identify and model the process
Select control method

2a
3

Design control method
Documentation

3a

Simulation

1.4.1.3.

Step description

Step 1 : Describe the process description
Describe and investigate the characteristics of the process to be controlled.
Step 1a Variation: Model the process
If the requirements on the control accuracy are high or the complexity of the process to control is high, then
the process needs to be identified and modelled. The model is then the basis for the selection and tuning of
the controller.
Step 2 : Select control method
Based on the description of the process a control method is selected. The selection is between a predefined
set of controllers either generic controller types like PI or PID or process specific controllers depending on
the process and acceptable control response.
Step 2 Variation 2a: Design control method
If the process has been identified and modelled then a tailored controller is designed.
Step 3 : Documentation
The selected control method and process are documented.
Step 3 Variation 3a: Simulation
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If the process is vital or a complex controller has been designed then the control performance and stability is
simulated using simulation software.

1.4.2. Use Case UC1.4.2.02 Engineering
Phase: Design
The goal of this use case is to engineer the system that is to plan and design the system to perform according
to the specification. This includes working with virtual representations or models of the entities in the
system and to program and configure them before the physical entities are available. The programs and
configurations can then be downloaded to the real devices when commissioning the system. Logical
connections and mapping to the physical communication channels are also defined between the entities.
The following UML diagram illustrates the engineering use case, which corresponds to the design phase.

Controller
design

<<uses>>

Engineering

<<uses>>
Sensor
configuration

Engineer

<<uses>>

<<uses>>

Actuator
configuration

<<uses>>
Communication
design

)
(plan communication

Figure 62 Engineering use case

1.4.2.1.

No

V.No.

Step list

Name

1

Design the controller

2

Configure sensors

3

Configure actuators

Focus
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4

Communication design

1.4.2.2.

Step description

Step 1: Design controller
The design of the controller includes selecting the control method based on the specification. Then either to
program it or instantiate it according to some standard control block (like PID). The controller then has to be
configured (again according to the specification) and logically connected to the sensors and actuators.
Step 2: Configure sensors
The virtual representations of the sensors in the system are instantiated and configured to perform according
to the specification. This includes for example to define the physical entity measured (in case the sensor has
multiple capabilities), the range and resolutions of the measurements.
Step 3: Configure actuators
The virtual representations or model of the actuators of the system are instantiated and configured to per‐
form according to the specification. This includes, for example, defining the operation range and its limits.
Step 4: Communication design
The communication channels of the system are defined and designed to ensure the right system
performance. This includes configuring the communication parameters of the devices to ensure the radio
coverage and performance.

1.4.3. Use Case UC1.4.03 Installation
1.4.3.1.

Description

Phase: Realisation
The system and its components are mechanically installed and physically connected to the process and the
supervisory system. The installation use case includes the installation of the controller and to make sure that
it has a communication link to the supervisory system, a DCS system in traditional systems or supervisory
SOCRADES systems in the SOCRADES frame work. Similarly the sensors and actuators are connected to the
process and communication links are established to the controller and the supervisory system components.
The following UML diagram illustrates the installation use case where the goal of the installation co‐worker
is to physically install the equipment.
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<<includes>>

Install
controller
Supervisory
system

Installation
Installation
Co-worker
<<includes>>

Install
Sensor/Actuator
<<includes>>
(install S/A)
The process

Figure 63: Installation use case

1.4.3.2.
No

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Install control units

2

Install sensor(s)

3

Install actuator(s)

1.4.3.3.

Step description

Step 1: Install control units
The control units are installed at positions defined during engineering. The unit is mechanically installed,
powered and it is ensured that the controller has a sufficient communication link to the supervisory system.
Step 2:
Install sensor(s)
The sensors are installed at a position defined during engineering. The mechanical installation maybe
intrusive or non‐intrusive in the process depending on the physical unit measured and the sensor type. The
sensor is powered and it is ensured that the sensor has a sufficient communication link to the control units
and supervisory system.
Step 3: Install actuator(s)
The actuator is installed at a position defined during engineering. The mechanical installation is inherently
intrusive. The actuator is powered and it is ensured that the actuator has a sufficient communication link to
the control units and supervisory system.

1.4.4. Use Case UC1.4.04 Commissioning
1.4.4.1.

Description

Phase: Design
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During commissioning the system is tested; the control function is verified and then put into operation. The
components of the system are configured to perform according to the specification and the overall control
goal of the system. This includes to set‐up the parameters of actuators and sensor (e.g. gain and
measurement range) and set the parameters of the controller (tuning).
The following UML diagram illustrates the commissioning use case. The goal of the commissioning engineer
is to put the installed system into operation.

<<includes>>
Commission
Sensor

Set parameters

<<includes>>
<<includes>>
Verify operation
Commission
Actuator

Commissioning

Supervisory
system

<<includes>>

Commissioning
engineer
Commission
communication
<<includes>>
The process
Do tuning
Commission
Controller

<<includes>>
Verify control
performance

Figure 64: Commissioning use case

1.4.4.2.
No

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Commission sensor

2

Commission actuator

3

Commission controller

4

Commission communication

1.4.4.3.

Step description

Step 1: Commission sensor(s)
The engineer makes sure that the sensor is installed according to the specification. Then the parameters of
the sensor are set using configuration data produced during engineering. The data maybe provided by the
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engineer or downloaded from the supervisory system. The operation of the sensor is then verified by
starting up the device and by making an operation test. Finally the logical link to the supervisory system is
checked.
Step 2: Commission actuator(s)
The engineer makes sure that the actuator is installed according to the specification. Then the parameters of
the actuator are set using configuration data produced during engineering. The data maybe provided by the
engineer or downloaded from the supervisory system. The operation of the actuator is then verified by
starting up the device and by making an operation test. Finally the logical link to the supervisory system is
checked.
Step 3: Commission controller
The engineer makes sure that the controller is installed according to the specification. Then the control
program is downloaded and the controller is configured using configuration data produced during
engineering. The data maybe provided by the engineer or downloaded from the supervisory system. The
operation of the controller is then confirmed by starting up the device and by making an operation test.
Finally the logical link to the supervisory system is checked.
Step 3: Commission communication
The communication channels between the entities in the systems are configured and checked against the
specification, e.g. in respect to radio coverage and noise level. Operation tests are then performed to ensure
that the communication link performs as expected.

1.4.5. Use Case UC1.4.05 Operation
1.4.5.1.

Description

Phase: Operation and maintenance
In operation the system autonomously performs its control function. Nevertheless, there still is a need for
external actors to interact with the system. This includes to set new control targets for the controller, but also
to acquire information about the system per se or about the state of the process. To get information from the
process is important to enable the actor to monitor the performance of control function of the system. This
allows the external actor to act in the case the system malfunctions or the process enters a state, which the
system was not designed to handle. The system can also identify these situations automatically and notify
the actors by an alarm.
The following UML diagram describes the operation use case. The goal of the use case is for the supervisory
system and the (human) operator to be in command of the operation and acquire information about the
systems performance and the state of the process.
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Set target
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Get diagnostic
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Operation

<<includes>>

Supervisory
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Get process
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Figure 65: The operation use case

1.4.5.2.
No

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Set target

2

Get diagnostic information

3

Alarm handling

4

Get process data

5

Manual control

1.4.5.3.

Step description

Step 1: Set target
The operator or the supervisory system sets the target for the control system. Typically this means to set the
set‐point of the control loop. The actor sets the target of the system and then the system confirms that a new
target is set.
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Step 2: Get diagnostic information
Get diagnostic information from the system. The actors orders the data sought from the system. The system
gathers the data and presents it to the actor.
.Step 3: Alarm handling
When the system or the process reaches a state which the system is not designed to handle the supervisory
system or the operator is notified by an alarm message.
Step 4: Get process data
The state of the process or individual sensor values is presented to the supervisory system or to the operator.
The actor orders which data that is sought and the system present the data to the actor.
Step 5: Manual control
In the case that the process enters a state which the system was not designed to handle then the control of
the process can be handed over to a (human) operator. The operator then short circuits the controller and
directly steers the actuators based on information from the sensor

1.4.6. Use Case UC1.4.06 Maintenance and repair
1.4.6.1.

Description

Phase: Operation and maintenance
In the operation phase sometimes the equipment of the process control sub‐system has to be maintained. The
maintenance mainly falls under two categories: planned and unplanned. Planed maintenance is performed
to handle known life‐time limitations or service interval of equipment. Unplanned maintenance is called for
when the system malfunctions and some equipment in the system is out of order. The maintenance is
performed by a maintenance engineer (see Figure 66). If the maintenance is unplanned he/she first has to
identify the problem that is pin‐point the device that is out of order and decide if it can be repaired in the
field. The normal situation is, however, that the device is replaced by a new device. The engineer then has to
verify that the corrective action taken has had the intended effect by verifying the operation of the sub‐
system.

Identify
Problem
Supervisory
system

<<includes>>

Replace
unit

Do maintenance

<<includes>>

Maintenance
engineer

The process
<<includes>>

Verify
Operation

Figure 66: The maintenance use case
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1.4.6.2.
No

V.No.

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Identify problem

2

Replace unit

3

Verify operation

1.4.6.3.

Step description

Step 1: Identify problem
If the maintenance is unplanned then the maintenance engineer needs to identify the cause of the problem.
He will check the operation of each individual device and checks the communication channels. He has to test
the operation if devices that are intrusive to the process will naturally be affected.
Step 2: Replace unit
If the device can not be repaired in the field, then the device has to be replaced. This includes to remove the
faulty device, install a new device and to configure it according to the specification. The configuration can be
entered by the engineer or downloaded from the supervisory system.
.Step 3: Verify operation
Once the problem has been addressed, either by fixing a device or by replacing it, it has to be verified that
the corrective action has had the intended effect. This includes checking that all connections to the
supervisory system are retained and that the sub‐system performs according to the specification.

1.5. Use Cases regarding high level management through MES/ERP
1.5.1. Use Case UC1.5.01 Monitor system state
1.5.1.1.

Description

An operator or system integrator, who wants to monitor the current system state of a production line, is
particularly interested in the underlying topology and the current state of every single smart device. The use
case of monitoring the system state affects the operation, maintenance, and upgrading phase of the
automation life cycle. This use case <Monitor system state> is visualised in a use case diagram in Figure 67.

Figure 67: UC1.5.01 Monitor system state
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1.5.1.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Access user interface

2

Request real time data

3

Forward request

4

Gather response

5

Present data

1.5.1.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Access user interface
The operator / integrator accesses a user interface such as a manufacturing dashboard, which provides the
possibility of requesting real time information about the current system landscape. By selecting specific
devices the operator can drill down the available data and get more detailed information about the smart
device.

Step 2: Request real time data
After selecting a specific device from the current system landscape the dashboard sends a request for
gathering real time information. This request is generated and propagated to the underlying middleware.

Step 3: Forward request
The middleware receives the request generated by the dashboard containing addresses of the requested data
and the selected smart device and transforms it to the protocol spoken by the selected device. After this
procedure the middleware forwards the transformed request to the selected smart device.

Step 4: Gather response
During the process of gathering the response generated by the smart device, the middleware transforms the
response from the protocol spoken by the device to the backend protocol (usually Web Services). This
response is propagated back to the invoker.

Step 5: Present data
The data is received by the invoking entity and presented in a user friendly manner to the operator /
integrator. Based on the information received, the operator / integrator can decide to request additional data
or perform analysis on the data already available.

1.5.2. Use Case UC1.5.02 Process system alerts
1.5.2.1.

Description

A production supervisor / operator needs to be informed in an appropriate way to be able to process system
alerts and take the corresponding countermeasures. The processing of system alerts takes place in the
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automation life cycle phase of operation. It is critical to raise and propagate alerts in a timely manner and to
have a clear understanding of the necessary steps to resolve the corresponding problem in the
manufacturing process. Therefore business rules for processing system alerts are required. The described use
case <Process system alerts> is visualized in a use case diagram in Figure 68.

Figure 68: UC1.5.02 Process system alerts

1.5.2.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Event generated

2

Alert identified

3

Notification about alert

4

Resolution of alert
Variation 1:

1b

Alert generated

1.5.2.3.

Step description

Step 1: Event generated
Many events are constantly generated on the shop floor of an industry, however only a few provide business
impact and should be propagated to the backend system. A middleware framework provides the
infrastructure to retrieve these events, filter and propagate them to the backend system, as described in the
integration concept in D6.1.

Step 1b: Alert generated
The shop floor can automatically identify alert situations that should be propagated to the backend system.
The notification is performed through the middleware framework as described in D6.1.

Step 2: Alert identified
The manufacturing process is constantly monitored in the backend system through milestones monitoring
and events and alerts are received. If the process fails in one of the milestones or an irregular message is
received, an alert is triggered.
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Step 3: Notification about alert
The middleware framework provides the functionality of forwarding events to interested parties. When an
alert is triggered this alert reaches the middleware component, which forwards it to a manufacturing
dashboard. The dashboard is a user interface that assists the user in the task of monitoring the system and
solving alert situations. With the information provided on the manufacturing dashboard, the decision maker
can identify the problems happening on the shop floor and retrieve additional information to analyse the
situation.

Step 4: Resolution of alert
The manufacturing dashboard provides a user friendly interface that guides the operator through the
process of solving the problem in a step‐by‐step manner, improving the efficiency of the system.

1.5.3. Use Case UC1.5.03 Invoke SOCRADES services
1.5.3.1.

Description

The invocation of a SOCRADES service by an integrator or system operator has various purposes. An
integrator invokes SOCRADES services to receive information on the underlying system in order to perform
changes to the overall setup during the upgrading phase. An operator invokes SOCRADES services to
change system attributes during the operation phase or to poll for mission‐critical data. The invocation of
SOCRADES services to retrieve sensor data is of importance to access data that is not provided to the high‐
level management system via eventing. The described use case <Invoke SOCRADES services> is visualised
in a use case diagram in Figure 69.

Figure 69: UC1.5.03 Invoke SOCRADES services

1.5.3.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Retrieve service description

2

Route service invocation

Focus
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3

Execute service invocation

Variation 1:
4

Route service response

1.5.3.3.

Step description

Step 1: Retrieve service description
Before a SOCRADES service can be invoked, the invoker needs to know the specific service he wants to
invoke or he needs to retrieve a list of eligible services. To find an appropriate service, which provides the
desired functionality, the integrator or system operator can specify certain criteria the service needs to fulfil.
Based on this input data, one or more services are offered and the invoker can choose from them. Instead of
querying for a service, an invoker / operator can also browse the list of smart devices and their
corresponding services to look for a matching service. The retrieved service description specifies which input
parameters are necessary to invoke the service and how the result value looks like.

Step 2: Route service invocation
Based on the service description, the service invocation is routed to the smart embedded device that offers
the service. The routing is performed by the SOCRADES middleware component. To invoke the low‐level
service offered by the device, the service invocation might need to be converted into a device‐specific format
unless the device itself is capable of offering Web Services, which are invoked directly by a management
application.

Step 3: Execute service invocation
After the optional transformation of the service invocation, the service instance is executed on the smart
embedded device. Depending on the type of service, the execution step results in a modification of the
manufacturing system behaviour or it leads to the retrieval of a service attribute, e.g. a sensor measurement,
as described in variation 1.

Variation 1:

Step 4: Route service response
If the service invocation has a return value, this value needs to be routed back to the initial invoker. Again
this either is a simple return value to a Web Service call or it is routed through a middleware component and
converted from a device‐specific format into an abstract return message.
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1.5.4. Use Case UC1.5.04 Update embedded software services
1.5.4.1.

Description

The update of embedded software services concerns primarily the upgrading phase of the automation life
cycle. The use case does not refer to the rather technical case of updates of erroneous or outdated software
components of embedded devices during the maintenance phase. It describes how the functional range of
software services is incrementally extended to provide more sophisticated application behaviour. As part of
the upgrading phase, a system integrator alters embedded software in a way that increases the functional
range of the underlying smart embedded device. This can be a new software component, or the adding of a
new capability such as an algorithm. Since embedded devices are expected to host software services that will
cooperate with the respective enterprise services, it is foreseeable that in order for a service to be deployed
some software parts on the device layer will need to be updated. It must be noted that this task can be
carried out (but not necessarily) by a cooperation of entities residing on the “Device Layer”, the
“Composition Layer” as well as the “Business Layer” (see Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.). Although
in most cases the update will be considered as an upgrade, there might be cases that require a downgrade of
the software or a service. This can have several motives, e.g. the new version is buggy, or e.g. in order to
support an older service, a specific version of it needs to be run (for a specific time). The described use case
<Update embedded software services> is visualised in a use case diagram in Figure 70.

Figure 70: UC1.5.04 Update embedded software services

1.5.4.2.
N°

Name

Step list
Focus
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1

Identify affected embedded devices

2

Resolve service update paths

3

Adjust system state (where necessary)

4

Roll‐out service updates

5

Verify and test new functionality

1.5.4.3.

Step description

Step 1: Identify affected embedded devices
As a first step, the affected embedded devices need to be identified. Not every service update applies to all
smart devices and not every device has the same set of software services running in the same version. Based
on e.g. device data and data about the service versions the affected embedded devices are identified. This
might be a complex process which can be carried out in cooperation with other services such as a service
planner at enterprise level or other criteria.

Step 2: Resolve service update paths
The update of a service can denote only minor changes like bug fixes, it can refer to the exchange of a
complete software service or it could denote the extension of existing embedded software by a new software
feature / service. In addition side‐effects on other services should also be taken into consideration.
Interdependencies have to be investigated to make sure that the update will not affect in any negative way
the overall infrastructure function. For instance, the necessary changes to be applied in a device in order to
update its software from one configuration to another are implied in the “service update path” process. As a
first step this path is identified for every affected embedded device. Once the necessary “service update
path” is available, a list of software services (and the corresponding version numbers) that is affected by the
update is identified.

Step 3: Adjust system state (where necessary)
For some devices it is necessary to change the system state before the software of a controller can be
exchanged. This might be necessary, because in some cases the exchange of control software cannot be done
during the operation of the system. Although several efforts have been done during the last years to have
operational on‐the‐fly updates during runtime, this might not be possible for all devices. Therefore the
context in which the update can be done with respect to the system state is investigated. For instance
technical reasons and safety aspects could indicate that a change of the system state is necessary at that point
in time. As a consequence the assembly line / conveyor needs to stop for the time of the update. Therefore
the point in time for an update has to be chosen carefully and with respect to the whole production plan.
Whether the system state of an embedded device needs to be changed and a production line is stopped
during the time of an update depends on the importance of the device for the automation process.

Step 4: Roll‐out service updates
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In the pre‐final step the roll‐out of the service update is done. In practice, this means that once the assembly
line / conveyor stopped and the device changed its state (again, only if necessary), the embedded software
can be rolled‐out to one or more smart devices. Therefore it needs to be transferred in a wired or wireless
manner to every affected embedded device. In case of a wireless transfer we speak of “over‐the‐air
programming (OTAP)”.
Step 5: Verify and test new functionality
Once the process of updating a device is finished, it has to be verified that the update was successful and
that the device behaves as expected. In order to do that a series of tests need to be carried out. Based on the
results, the device is given the “green light” to participate in the processes as usual, while in case of
problems further actions might need to be taken (e.g. recalibration) or even a rollback to the previous version
could be necessary.

1.5.5. Use Case UC1.5.05 Remote maintenance
1.5.5.1.

Description

Remote maintenance concerns higher levels of maintenance, which are beyond a first level support dealing
with the on‐site repairing and replacement of mechanical or electrical parts of a manufacturing machine or
robot. It is performed by maintenance personnel during the maintenance phase of the automation life cycle
and deals with the remote access of control/management functions of devices to solve problems. The
described use case <Remote maintenance> is visualized in a use case diagram in

Figure 71.
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Figure 71: UC1.5.05 Remote maintenance

1.5.5.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Receive system alert

2

Analyse problem

3

Log in remotely

4

Resolve problem
Variation 1: Problem cannot be solved remotely

5

Trigger on‐site maintenance

1.5.5.3.

Step description

Step 1: Receive system alert
The remote maintenance process is initiated by a system alert received by an enterprise system. The alert is
sent either directly from an affected smart embedded device or from a gateway controlling several devices.

Step 2: Analyse problem
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Based on the problem description received in step 1, the affected device is identified and the attached
problem description is analysed. This is done possibly in cooperation with other enterprise services.

Step 3: Log in remotely
To solve the problem, a system integrator gains remote access to the control functions of a device.

Step 4: Resolve problem
After logging in to the device, the system integrator tries to solve the problem remotely. Necessary actions
might range from a full stop of the production line to simply changing an attribute of the production
process.

Step 5: Trigger on‐site maintenance
If it was not possible to solve a problem remotely in step 4, on‐site maintenance by maintenance personnel is
triggered. This might be for example the case, if troubleshooting requires the replacement of mechanical
parts, system data is not remotely accessible or an update is necessary during which the device has to be
offline.

1.5.6. Use Case UC1.5.06 Predictive maintenance
1.5.6.1.

Description

In contrary to periodic maintenance checks in order to verify device functionality, predictive maintenance is
a complex process which takes into account many information e.g. historical data, predictive algorithms etc
and aims at performing maintenance work “just in time” and only if necessary. This increases the
operational time of the device and gives also the opportunity to optimise the whole system. Predictive
maintenance tasks are conducted by maintenance personnel during the operation and maintenance phase.
This is in contrast to time and/or operation count based maintenance where equipment gets maintained
whether it needs maintenance or not. Predictive maintenance means disruptive unneeded service checks are
omitted and maintenance work is done before the equipment breaks down, which increases the uptime of
devices. Both, an increased uptime and fewer maintenance checks reduce costs and increase the system
productivity. In addition, predictive maintenance leads to higher system reliability, since chances for a
breakdown in safety‐critical situations are reduced. Another cost‐reducing effect of predictive maintenance
is that expensive emergency service calls can be limited. By controlling the current configuration and
systematically collecting data about production machines and the associated controllers, future failures can
be predicted. Consequently, maintenance activities can be planned accordingly and expensive downtime or
dangerous erosion of critical parts can be omitted. If sensor data coming from embedded devices is
interpreted by control systems, necessary business processes in the backend like a service request can be
triggered in near real‐time. In addition, the collected data can be used to learn about failure reasons and
adapt the manufacturing process accordingly. The described use case <Predictive maintenance> is visualised
in a use case diagram in Figure 72.
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Figure 72: UC1.5.06 Predictive maintenance

1.5.6.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Receive measurements

2

Analyse measurements

3

Identify critical situations

4

Automatically trigger a service request
Variation 1: Business‐logic‐on‐the‐item

1b

Receive measurements at the device layer

2b

Analyse measurements at the device layer

3b

Identify critical situations at the device layer

1.5.6.3.

Step description

Step 1: Receive measurements
The basis for predictive maintenance is systematically collecting data about production machines and the
associated controllers. The data comes from device‐layer sensors and comprises for example measurements
of erosion, temperature, tension, pressure or humidity. The data might be aggregated over time, pre‐
processed at composition layer or provided as it is to management systems.

Step 1b: Receive measurements at the device layer
If the embedded device has sufficient storage and computational power, the data coming from sensor
measurements can also be stored directly on the device or on a gateway device that controls several low‐
level devices.
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Step 2: Analyse measurements
For each embedded device involved in the manufacturing process, the critical mechanical or electrical parts
are stored together with the information, which attributes need to be controlled. For every attribute, a
threshold is stored that indicates when a service request needs to be triggered. For example, the abrasion of a
mechanical arm of a manufacturing robot is compared to the stored threshold. Critical thresholds are
defined based on historical usage data. Based on this data, it is possible to identify which level of erosion
indicates a soon breakdown or malfunction. In addition, pre‐processed data and the combination of several
values are investigated to identify critical situations. The comparison can be performed at the “Composition
Layer” or the “Application Layer” of the SOCRADES infrastructure (see Figure 72). The approach of
evaluating field data closer to the device layer and submitting pre‐processed information to the “Application
Layer” omits unnecessary communications flows.

Step 2b: Analyse measurements at the device layer
If the sensor measurements and the corresponding thresholds are stored directly on a device / device
gateway, the comparison can be performed locally at the device layer and only the violation is indicated to
the management system. This approach reduces the communication load while it requires more
sophisticated application behaviour on embedded devices and sufficient data storage.

Step 3: Identify critical situations
Based on the comparison described in step 2, critical situations are identified by management applications
either at the SOCRADES “Composition Layer” or “Application Layer”. For example, if the abrasion of a
mechanical arm of a manufacturing robot reaches its threshold, a critical situation occurs and immediate
countermeasures are necessary. Critical situations can be also identified by a correlation of events (coming
from many devices) and predictive algorithms can estimate possible future critical situations.

Step 3b: Identify critical situations at the device layer
With all required data available at the device layer, critical situations that require a service request can be
identified directly at the device layer. This implementation of business‐logic‐on‐the‐item allows triggering a
service request directly from the device. Instead of periodically sending sensor measurements to a backend
control system, only in case of critical situations a service request is sent, which lowers the network traffic
and allows performing business decisions at the point of action.

Step 4: Automatically trigger a service request
After the identification of a critical situation, a service request needs to be triggered. In this context it is
desired to send the request automatically to a management system. This addresses one of the current
shortcomings of the high‐level management of the automated manufacturing process. So far an exceptional
situation is indicated to service personnel, but the request for a maintenance service needs to be placed to the
enterprise system usually manually. A major goal of the SOCRADES project is to bridge this gap and
connect the high‐level business processes with the shop‐floor activities.
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1.5.7. Use Case UC1.5.07 Avoidance of run-time deficiencies
1.5.7.1.

Description

During the operation phase of the automation life cycle, equipment usage data can be used to avoid run‐time
deficiencies. The detection of those deficiencies can help to improve the overall equipment effectiveness of
the involved assets as described in section 2.4 of deliverable D6.1. Run‐time deficiencies are detected by a
system monitoring component that analyses key performance indicators (KPIs) and countermeasures are
triggered either automatically or by a system operator. Typical operational inefficiencies are production
delays caused by work pieces on a conveyor band that experience unnecessary holding times. The described
use case <Avoidance of run‐time deficiencies> is visualised in a use case diagram in Figure 73.

Figure 73: UC1.5.07 Avoidance of run‐time deficiencies

1.5.7.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Track work pieces

2

Identify unnecessary holding times

3

Reconfigure the assembly line automatically

4

Evaluate changes
Variation 1: Manual Reconfiguration

3b

Operator reconfigures the assembly line

1.5.7.3.

Step description

Step 1: Track work pieces
One approach for tracking work pieces along an assembly line is the utilisation of RFID technology. As an
example work pieces on a conveyor could be equipped with RFID tags and at discrete points along the
assembly line RFID readers are installed. If an RFID reader detects an RFID tag, the corresponding work
piece is identified and its approximate current position can be stored together with a timestamp. This way
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the physical world of work pieces on an assembly line can be represented in the digital world of a
manufacturing execution system and an operator can retrieve the information about which work piece is
located where at which point in time.

Step 2: Identify unnecessary holding times
Combining the information about the position of work pieces over time and the time consumption of every
single production step allows for the identification of holding times. Those holding times could be caused by
the production process itself, like due to the hardening of metal or the drying of paint. But if they are not in
consequence of the production step, the holding times might be unnecessary.

Step 3: Reconfigure the assembly line automatically
If an unnecessary holding time can be easily avoided, the assembly line is automatically reconfigured. An
example that can cause unnecessary holding times is a previous reorganisation of the production line, which
resulted in working pieces waiting on a conveyor in front of a working station without a need. In this case
the assembly line can be automatically reconfigured to avoid the waste of time and shorten the overall
production time by starting the denoted process step earlier. In this example the reconfiguration can be
executed automatically without the need of human intervention. The sensing of inefficiencies and their
correction is part of the concept of adaptive manufacturing, which is visualised in Figure 74.

Figure 74: Dimensions of Adaptive Manufacturing 4

Step 3b: Operator reconfigures the assembly line
If the inefficiency cannot be resolved automatically, an operator needs to reconfigure the assembly line
manually. Examples could be inefficiencies that can only be resolved by physically reorganising the
production line or by reprogramming certain controllers along the assembly line.
Step 4: Evaluate changes
After the reconfiguration of the production line, the new tracking data for working pieces needs to be
collected and compared to the previous data. This comparison ensures that the changes really improved the
effectiveness of the production line. Of course, apart from the factor time, additional values like costs and
erosion need to be taken into account to evaluate the eligibility of the changes.

4

See http://www.sap.com/solutions/business-suite/scm/pdf/BWP_Mnf_Strategy.pdf, p. 14 (access: 25.01.2007).
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1.5.8. Use Case UC1.5.08 Feature upselling
1.5.8.1.

Description

The idea behind the use case of feature upselling is to sell additional functionality to owners of smart
embedded devices in the form of features. While the idea to sell additional functionality during the after‐
sales phase is not new, the addressed connectivity of embedded devices allows accomplishing feature
upsellings in a cost‐effective manner. As a prerequisite the functionality of a smart embedded device needs
to be structured in feature‐based way. The migration from the traditional model of structuring the
functionality of an embedded device to a new feature partitioning model is visualised in Figure 75. The
monolithic block of embedded software (ESW) is split into a basic share of ESW and several ESW features,
which can be sold during a feature upselling business process.

Figure 75: Feature partitioning for smart embedded devices
Two basic concepts for feature upselling can be distinguished. Additional features can be transferred via
computer network technologies from a vendor’s enterprise system to a customer’s smart embedded device
on demand after their purchase. Obviously, this concept is only feasible if the feature consists purely of
software components. The second concept is to pre‐install the features on a smart embedded device, but
disable them until they are purchased. In this case, electronic license keys are sent to the device to enable the
features. The second concept allows for features that consist of both, hardware and software components. In
both variants, either only electronic license keys or software binaries are transferred by means of computer
network technologies to a smart embedded device, which is updated remotely.
Without the control of the software lifecycle of a smart embedded device and the connectivity to a vendor’s
or third‐party contractor’s enterprise system, the process of incorporating new features into a smart
embedded device is much more complicated and causes higher costs. Examples of necessary activities are
dispatching service technicians to every single device or bringing or sending in the affected device to the
vendor’s maintenance site. Particularly with regard to the number of embedded devices that might be
affected during an update, both of these traditional approaches become prohibitively expensive. Costs are
composed of the actual service costs and the opportunity costs caused by the downtime of the smart
embedded device. The described use case <Feature Upselling> is visualised in a use case diagram in Figure
76.
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Figure 76: UC1.5.08 Feature upselling

1.5.8.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Purchase feature

2

Send license key

3

Activate hardware / software feature
Variation 1: Feature binary

2b

Send software binary

3b

Integrate software feature

1.5.8.3.

Step description

Step 1: Purchase feature
The comprehensive list of available features for a certain embedded device is offered and advertised by the
device manufacturer. Based on this list a company using smart embedded devices to support their
manufacturing / automation process decides to update their system by purchasing an additional feature. The
feature purchase is placed by a customer at the device manufacturer’s enterprise system during the
procurement phase of the automation life cycle.

Step 2: Send license key
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An electronic license key to activate the purchased feature is generated at the device manufacturer’s
enterprise system and sent to the device owner. In this case the hardware and software components that
comprise the new feature of a smart embedded device are already existent on the device. This means they
are pre‐installed and simply deactivated until the feature is purchased. The application of an electronic
license key for feature upselling allows for features that consist of both, software and hardware components,
since the components do not need to be transferred to the device via computer network technologies. The
concept requires installing the complete functional range of features on a smart embedded device at delivery
time.

Step 2b: Send software binary
The components that comprise a feature can also be sent by means of computer network technologies to a
smart embedded device. This concept is obviously only feasible if the feature consist purely of software
components. With the concept of sending features at a later point in time, a smart embedded device can be
delivered at an earlier development stage, since missing parts can be added as features later on.

Step 3: Activate hardware / software feature
Using the electronic license key sent in step 2, a customer activates an additional hardware and / or software
feature on the smart embedded device. This step takes place in the upgrading phase of the automation life
cycle.

Step 3b: Integrate software feature
Based on the delivered software binary (see step 2b), the smart embedded device is extended by an
additional feature. Therefore a system integrator integrates the new software component with the existing
application. This step takes place in the upgrading phase of the automation life cycle.

1.6. Use Cases regarding wireless and nomadic applications
System presentation
Nowadays Industrial factories and plants are usually automated by wired control systems. In most cases
these systems have a centralised system structure and usually have layered design. Such systems control
production processes of various form, like automotive industry, chemical industry and process industry in
general, gas and oil, food and beverage, logistics and many more. WSN and WSAN respectively can be used
to improve the way industrial production processes are automated.
Application 1: “wireless sensors and actuators”
Wiring of sensors and actuators is a major part of the installation costs of the automation infrastructure in
today`s production plants. Considering the future trend to more complex and integrated production
processes and therefore an increasing need for sensory input, the complexity of the wiring infrastructures
will happen to increase simultaneously.
A wireless infrastructure for sensors and actuators can help improve the situation in different ways. If there
no wires had to be installed (at least for the sensors), this would lead to huge savings during the installation
phase. Considering thousands of sensors and actuators, one can imagine a big advantage both in terms of
time to market and cost savings.
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More than that, wireless infrastructures are advantageous when sensors/actuators connected to moving
parts have to communicate to each other or to a PLC respectively. Examples are production robots or
maschine‐tools.
Figure 77 shows the UML use case diagram for the application “wireless sensors and actuators”.
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Figure 77: Application “wireless sensors and actuators”
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One can see from the use case diagram, that many other things than the plain wireless communication aspect
has to be considered in order to provide a useable system to the customer. Many different problem areas
have to be considered, such as wireless HMI technologies, engineering, security and many more.

Application 2: “process monitoring”
Nowadays signals relevant for the process control itself are collected using dedicated sensors. This fact limits
the information input to view locations in the whole process. This is especially relevant to the process
industry, where continuous measures are taken to control the process, such as temperature, concentration of
certain substances and so on. In many cases it would be preferable to collect the physical measures not only
at certain dedicated locations. The information about the distribution of the physical measure of interest
would enable a much better understanding of the process itself and therefore allow process operators to
control the process in a more sophisticated manner.
Wireless sensor networks provide a solution because of its ease of installation. Only by using wireless
technology a cost efficient implementation of the scenario described above is possible. WSN could measure
the temperature distribution in a tank used various times in the process industry. A WSN based solution
could also be useful when installed in a mixing vessel to monitor the mixing process in a much more
detailed manner than possible today.
The architecture of the process control system itself is not affected by the use of a WSN described here.
The application “process monitoring” is illustrated as use case diagram in Figure 78.

Application 3: “wireless sensor‐/actuator network for control applications”
This use case (see Figure 79) focuses on the actuator aspect of sensor‐/actuator networks. The other use cases
did not change the architecture of the existing automation infrastructure or did not even influence the
control system at all. This use case changes the entire organisational structure of the process or factory
automation control system.
One property of a wireless infrastructure is that by using a shared communication medium, the
infrastructure has the build in ability that every sensor can interact with any actuator. If the distance
between the sensor and the actuator increases, the use of multiple hops through the network maybe
necessary, but that doesn’t change possibility of direct sensor‐actuator interaction.
Nowadays control systems for the automation industry usually have a hierarchical structure, in which
sensors and actuators don’t interact directly. Any information is communicated to a central PLC, which
processes all the information and takes control of the whole network. WSAN offer the possibility for a
different system approach without a central PLC, only based on the logical “binding” of sensors and
actuators that have to take care of a certain automation function. Such an approach would lead to a flat
system architecture and therefore reduce overall system complexity.
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Figure 78: Application “process monitoring”
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Figure 79: Application “wireless sensor actuator network for control applications”
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Of course, a system described in the use case diagram above, has to fulfil all the requirements concerning
real‐time ability and latency that are claimed for a control system used in today’s production environment.
Real‐time and latency are just two of them ‐ there are many more.
A detailed specification for the core use cases of the applications described above is given in the following:

1.6.1. Use Case UC1.6.01 plan process environment
1.6.1.1.

Description

Phase involved: Design
This Use Case covers the whole process of designing and planning the plant layout and the process
instrumentation. The output of this Use Case is the design of the physical installation of the plant including
the geometrical layout and the description of the used sensors and actuators including their specifications.

1.6.1.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Compile building plan

2

Select device type

3

Consider physical measures

1.6.1.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Compile building plan
This step involves the physical design of the plant layout, particularly the mechanical design of the plant.
Deep knowledge of the target process is needed to carry out the work packages for this step. The output of
this step is the basis for further design and planning activities respectively.

Step 2: Select device type
Step 2 refines the definition of the process instrumentation. This includes the selection of the device type.
The selected device type is determined by the environment present at the point where the device is to be
installated. The description of the environment parameters is part of the design documents generated in step
1. An example could be the need for the usage of explosion proof equipment in certain areas of the plant.

Step 2: Consider physical measures
Step 3 is responsible for selecting the process instrumentation appropriate in order to fulfil the needs of the
application. This involves the selection of the physical measure to be sensed (e.g. temperature, pressure,
humidity, …). In addition to that, the measuring method used by the device has to meet the requirements of
the environment in which the device is placed. This information has also been collected in step 1. No
additional inputs have to be given to the system.
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1.6.2. Use Case UC1.6.02 plan type of application
1.6.2.1.

Description

Phase involved: Design.
This use case involves the design of the actual application which runs on the WSN or WSAN respectively.
This means customising the network to the needs of the process under control. One interpretation of
customising could be that one tweaks the application parameter to fit the actual process. In the case of a
WSAN customising means the design of the whole control application.

1.6.2.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Select device type

2

Choose device parameter

1.6.2.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Select device type
This is more or less similar to step 2 described in chapter 1.6.1.2.

Step 1: Choose device parameter
Once the content of the application is known, one can specify the parameters of the used devices more
precisely. This involves the range of the measurement for example, which has to be adapted to the needs of
the application.

1.6.3. Use Case UC1.6.03 “plan communication”
1.6.3.1.

Description

Phase involved: Design.
Wireless communication faces many challenges during the planning phase. For example different wireless
communication standards don’t coexist with each other without careful planning.

1.6.3.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Plan network topology

2

Choose protocol

3

Plan design of communication

4

Design wireless communication

Focus
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1.6.3.3.

Step description

Step 1: Plan network topology
Wireless networks consist of several hundreds of nodes which are distributed in the plant or factory. The
basic network topology should be self organising. Besides that it is possible that some nodes of the network
can not be reached through the wireless channel. One could also imagine some nodes to be under heavy
traffic load because of improper network structures. Those problems have to be addressed during step 1.

Step 2: choose protocol
Different protocols have been developed for the use in different applications, each of them with different
advantages concerning latency, energy consumption, mobility, etc. Many more characteristics could be
found. In step 2 the right protocol for the application needs to be chosen.

1.6.4. Use Case UC1.6.04 install network
1.6.4.1.

Description

Phase involved: Realization.
This use case covers the initial installation of the WSN or the WSAN respectively. The corresponding steps
include the physical installation of sensors and actuators as well as the basic engineering routines. Security
issues are also covered.

1.6.4.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Install sensors/actuators

2

Authorise/authenticate user

3

Parameterise sensor/actuator

4

Assign semantic information

1.6.4.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: install sensors/actuators
Step 1 involves the physical installation of the wireless sensors and actuators. One big advantage of a
wireless infrastructure are cost savings during the installation phase of the network. After the installation all
wireless sensors and actuators are capable of building up a basic wireless communication which is used in
further steps.

Step 2: Authorise/authenticate user
Before any further interaction with the sensors/actuators is established, the system or person to interact with
the wireless components must be authorised and authenticated. This is crucial especially to a wireless
infrastructure in order to avoid security problems.
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Step 3: parameterise sensor/actuator
Many sensors in the automation industry need to be customised to the needs of the specific usage. The user
should be able to conduct the necessary steps through a wireless connection using a mobile HMI. After step
3 the sensors can be put into the operation mode.

Step 4: assign semantic information
Until now, only a basic communication between the sensors and the automation infrastructure exists. There
is no semantic connection between the program logic and the sensor infrastructure. Step 4 targets this issue.
In this step the semantic information from the engineering system is mapped to the installed wireless
components.

1.6.5. Use Case UC1.6.05 operate plant
1.6.5.1.

Description

Phase involved: Operation.
The use case “operate plant” focuses on the interactions necessary during the operation phase of the plant or
factory respectively. Most of the steps described below deal with the handling of process data aided by the
use of wireless communication technologies.

1.6.5.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Initiate alarm

2

Log data

3

Enhanced plant operation

4

Authorise/authenticate user

1.6.5.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: initiate alarm
The operator should be able to initiate an alarm as a consequence of a discovered malfunction of the system.
This should be possible through the wireless, mobile HMI system. Alarms can also be initiated by system
components themselves. The operator is able to view alarm messages when using his mobile HMI device.

Step 2: log data
Process relevant data can be logged in different ways. The operator can log data of special interest explicitly
through his mobile HMI. Access to logged process data is also needed for the SCADA system which is
responsible for archiving. Logged data can also be used for the purpose of diagnosis. In this case the
operator needs to access logged data when using wireless communication.
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Step 3: enhanced plant operation
Another issue of special interest during plant operation is the “enhanced plant operation” feature. The
operator usually has the possibility to conduct operational steps which are only allowed in the manual
operation mode of the plant. In order to make this possible the mobile HMI concept must be designed to
support this feature. Special attention has to be paid to security issues.

Step 4: authorize/authenticate user
See 1.6.4.3

1.6.6. Use Case UC1.6.06 plant diagnosis
1.6.6.1.

Description

Phase involved: Maintenance.
This use case addresses issues related to diagnosis in case of failure. The more complex the automation
installation becomes, the more important is system support for diagnosing a failure. In order to achieve a
minimum unplanned downtime, comprehensive possibilities to find the cause of a failure need to be
provided by the system.

1.6.6.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Query SCADA System

2

Query sensor/actuator

3

Query network

1.6.6.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Query SCADA system
The SCADA system usually logs every event of interest in the whole infrastructure. This also includes
diagnostic information. In the case of a failure the user should be able to query the SCADA system in order
to get advanced diagnostic information. This should be also possible when using his mobile device.

Step 2: Query sensor/actuator
Once the fault which causes the failure is located, further diagnosis needs to be undertaken. If the problem is
caused by a faulty sensor or actuator, the maintenance clerk has the possibility to connect directly to the
sensor/actuator in order to get the diagnostic information of that specific sensor/actuator. By doing this, the
faulty component of the sensor can be isolated and changed.

Step 3: Query network
In wireless networks many problems are caused by network issues. One can think of radio communication
problems due to changes of the plant layout. The problems can only be discovered when using network
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wide diagnosis. The maintenance clerk should be able to handle the whole network as an entity and connect
to it using his mobile device.

1.7. Use Cases regarding flexible manufacturing applications

System presentation
This section provides a description of a flexible manufacturing system in the domain of electronics assembly.
First, a description of a typical PC assembly system is provided from a factory floor perspective. Then, a
description is given of the interactions that occur between an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) type of
system and the Manufacturing Execution System (MES) that is in charge of supervising and coordinating the
factory‐floor activities. Finally, a detailed description of the equipment modules used to build the system is
given, providing details on the operations that each provides using Web Services.
Factory floor operations overview
A PC assembly system is split into six main areas (illustrated in Figure 80):
1.

Unpacking and component supply (or Acquisition)


Kitting one system – Kitting Batch – Filling Pick to Light system

2.

Case unpacking

3.

Transfer area


Kitting one system order – Pick to Light

4.

Assembly process

5.

Test and burn‐in

6.

Packing of complete system
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6

5
1
2
4
3

Figure 80: PC assembly system
Supervising the system is a package of software applications. The SW keeps track on what orders should be
produced and in which priority. The orders are initiated to the product carriers in the assembly line. The SW
keeps also track on the carriers and guide them through the line according to the default route. All processes
are logged in a database including cycle times, waiting times etc. Since the carriers have an unique identity it
is possible to run “mixed production” meaning that different types or variants can be produced at the same
time in the line. If the test later on shows that there are some failed products, it is possible to trace back to
component level.
1. Unpacking and component supply
•

Kitting one system

The operators in area 1 are informed via the SW
about what to unpack and to put into the ESD
boxes according to the customer orders. The ESD
boxes will now have the identity connected to the
order number in the system. To confirm the job,
barcode readers and/or push buttons are used.
Work instructions, drawings or documents are
shown on screens in the workstations. The
manuals and other documents belonging to the
components such as HDD, optic drives etc are
transported to packing area to be merged later on
together with the correct system.

Figure 81: Kitting System
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•

Kitting Batch

According to the same procedure as described above with the difference that one ESD box contains only one
type of component e.g. HDD. The ESD box is in this case not connected to a specific customer order.
•

Filling Pick to Light system

Based on what type of PCs and the connected BOMs that should be assembled during a curtain time period
the operator fills the component rack in the Pick to Light system. To secure that the right components are
placed in the right position the operator confirms his work by scanning the bar codes both on the rack
position and the component.
2. Case unpacking
The operator in area 2 is informed via the SW what cases to unpack and place on the conveyor out to the
assembly line.
3. Transfer area
•

Kitting one system order

The product carrier in the assembly line arrives to kitting area. The
operator connects the ESD box identity to the product carrier via
scanning the bar codes. The operator is also informed about what
type of case to place onto the carrier. When the kitting is ready the
operator sends the carrier away to the next operation in the assembly
line.
•

Pick to Light

Figure 82: Case unpacking workstation
The product carrier in the assembly line arrives to kitting area. The RFID tag is read and the SW informs the
operator what to kit onto the carrier. The operator kits the components/units according to the BOM (bill of
material) onto the carrier and confirms the job via scanning barcodes or via push buttons.
4. Assembly process
The carrier follows the default route that is
programmed in the SW controls. The first assembly
step could be to install the HDD into the case, the
second to install the motherboard etc. It could also
be so that the operator makes the complete
assembly work in one station. The number of
workstations is calculated based on the number of
processes, work content, process time and required
output from the line. There is also typically one
repair station in the assembly area, how frequently
this is used depends on the process yield. Normally
this station does not require a full time operator.
Some times it’s not possible to repair the PC in the
repair station, in those cases a solution called

Figure 83: Assembly workstation
“swapping” is used. This is a way of taking the PC out from the line to a service area in a fully controlled
way. The SW knows where the PC is and will also be informed when the PC is swapped back to the line or if
the system has to make a replacement order.
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5. Test and burn‐in
After a successful assembly process the PC should be tested
and SW will be down loaded. To solve this in an efficient way
a manipulator system is used. The system consists of a robot
that can travel on the floor level and at the same time reach
different shelves up to a height of 4,5 meters. The robot places
the carrier with the PC into a free shelf; the carrier will be
located and electrically contacted. Software is down loaded
and the test can start. The SW keeps track on the product
identity, what shelf position and the test result. When the test
is done the robot takes the carrier out of the shelf and sends it
back to the assembly line. If the test was successful the carrier
goes to the next process step which is unloading to packing, if
the test failed the carrier goes back to repair. In repair station
the operator will get information about what was failed in the
test and also recommendations what to do to repair the PC.

Figure 84: testing workspaces with robot handling
6. Packing of complete system
When the PC arrives to the packing area the operator scans the barcode on the case and through this gets the
packing information. The PC is put into a box together with the accessories according to the packing list and
the belonging manuals and documents. The SW is updated and the production order is closed, all relevant
data regarding the components, processes, test result etc are stored in a database together with the product
identity/order number.

Figure 85: packing workspaces
MES‐ERP integration
Four basic types of interactions are required to integrate the MES software package, which supervises and
controls the production flow, and ERP type software. These interactions are:
1.

Product order

2.

Product order modification
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3.

Product order deleted

4.

Product order completed

5.

Product order failed

The first three interactions are implemented as an invocation of a Web Service provided by the MES. The last
interaction is implemented as event messages produced by the MES, to which the ERP subscribes.
The MES stores the orders in a set of tables according to whether the order is waiting for dispatch, currently
being processed, or completed. In addition, the MES records events produced during the assembly of each
order in order to generate statistical reports and BOM information.

Figure 86: MES Information Structure.
Product order (ERP Æ MES)
A product order invocation is used to request the production of a given product. The provided parameters
are:
1.

Product name/type

2.

Quantity

3.

Options (product customisation): components/additions, finish/colour, etc

4.

Order date

5.

Deadline/due date

6.

Priority

7.

Order reference number

Product order modification (ERP Æ MES)
A product order modification invocation is used to request a change in a previously entered order. The
parameters that may be changed are:
1.

Order reference

2.

New quantity

3.

New options/customisation

4.

Priority

5.

Deadline
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6.

Replace: yes/no

If the order has not yet been dispatched, then the MES accepts the request and returns a confirmation
message. If the order has already been dispatched, the behaviour is controlled by the replace parameter. If
replace is requested, then the work‐in‐progress is completed and saved for future use, and the new request is
satisfied. If the replace parameter is not used, then the MES reports that the order cannot be changed and it
is completed as originally planned.
Product order deleted/cancelled (ERP Æ MES)
A product order deleted invocation is used to request a cancellation of a previously entered order. The
parameters used are:
1.

Order reference number

2.

Discard: yes/no

If the order has already been dispatched, the behaviour is controlled by the discard parameter. If selected,
the work‐in‐progress is cancelled and discarded. If it is not selected, then the order is completed as originally
planned and a message is returned informing that it is too late to cancel the order.
Report on orders completed (MES Æ ERP)
A product order report event message is used to report the completion of an order. The message is of event
nature and therefore applications must subscribe to receive a copy. The information reported is:
1.

Order reference

2.

Date and time completed

3.

Item (*)


Serial number



Components(*)
•

Serial number / batch ID

Note: (*) means that there may be multiple instances of the information part.
Product order failed (MES Æ ERP)
A product order failed event message is used to report that a particular order could not be completed. The
message is of event nature and therefore applications (such as ERP) must subscribe to receive a copy. The
information reported is:
1.

Order reference

2.

Reason for failure

3.



Parts/components missing



Test/inspection failed, non‐repairable



Etc

Details


Case specific explanation

Detailed description of HW modules
This section provides a description of the modules used to build the type of system previously depicted, as
well as the operations provided by each module through a Web Service interface.
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Conveyor

Figure 87: A conveyor module.
A conveyor module allows transferring a pallet along a given axis. The transfer may be possible in one or
two directions along the axis, depending on the particular build of the module. The module is equipped with
at least one proximity sensor that allows determining when a pallet is loaded. The main role of the sensor is
to cause the mechanism to stop once a pallet has reached the target position. The conveyor may also be
equipped with an RFID sensor, which is used to identify a pallet instance after it has been transferred in and
stopped.
The conveyor Web Service exposes two operations: one to transfer in a pallet, and one to transfer out a
pallet. After the transfer in operation is invoked and completed, an event‐style message is produced
reporting the new location of the pallet (together with its identification, if available). Multiple devices and
software applications may subscribe to this event in order to observe the movement of pallets through the
system. Likewise, an event‐style message is produced when a pallet is transferred out.

Operation

Description

Transfer in

Transfer in a pallet
neighbour conveyor.

Transfer
out

Transfer the loaded pallet to a
neighbour conveyor.

from

a

Input parameters

Output
parameters

Direction/source

Pallet id

Event (pub/
sub)

Direction/destination

Cross unit
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Figure 88: Cross units mounted on conveyor modules to provide transversal movement.
A cross unit module is mounted in a conveyor module in order to provide transversal movement. The cross
unit allows pallets to be transferred not only along the main axis of the conveyor, but also in the
perpendicular axis. The cross unit is the main facilitator for creating complex material flow paths.
A cross unit is a composition of a conveyor and a lifting mechanism. The lifting mechanism allows placing
the unit in two vertical positions. In the low position, the cross unit is hidden and does not interfere with the
main conveyor flow. When the cross unit is raised to the high position, it will lift the loaded pallet, and can
then transfer it in the perpendicular axis.
In addition to the service‐oriented operations provided by the conveyor, the lift operation can be invoked in
order to raise or lower the module. Upon completion of the operation, an event‐style message is produced.

Operation

Description

Input
parameters

Output
parameters

Lift

Raise or lower the cross unit. In high position, a
pallet can be transferred transversally. In low
position, the cross unit in inactive.

Target:
high/low
position

Position:
high/low

Transfer in

Transfer in a pallet from a transversally adjacent
conveyor.

Direction
source

/

Transfer
out

Transfer the loaded pallet to a transversally
adjacent conveyor.

Direction
destination

/

Event
(pub/
sub)

Pallet id

Lifter

Figure 89: A two‐level conveyor line and lifter module to transfer a pallet up/down.

A lifter module allows transferring a pallet between two levels of material flow. Typically, a line will have a
main level where material flows towards the different assembly stations. In addition, a return path is
implemented below the main flow level. The return path allows sending pallets back to assembly stations
when the sequence of operations does not follow the layout, and also to send empty pallets back to the
beginning of the system.
The lifter module is implemented by a conveyor and a lifting mechanism that shifts the level of the
conveyor.
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In addition to the service‐oriented operations provided by the conveyor, the lift operation can be invoked in
order to raise or lower the conveyor. Upon completion of the operation, an event‐style message is produced
in order to report the level at which the lifter is currently set. Other devices may subscribe to this event in
order to observe the current state of the lifter, and use this information to invoke the lift operation if
necessary.

Input
parameters

Output
parameters

Raise or lower the lift conveyor. In high position, a
pallet can be transferred in/out at the main level. In
low position, the conveyor is aligned with the low‐
level return line.

Target:
high/low
position

Position:
high/low

Transfer in

Transfer in a pallet from a neighbour conveyor.

Direction
source

/

Transfer
out

Transfer the
conveyor.

Direction
destination

/

Operation

Description

Lift

loaded

pallet

to

a

neighbour

Event
(pub/
sub)

Pallet id

Buffer

Figure 90: A buffer module, placed before the manual assembly workstations.

A buffer module allows temporarily storing work‐in‐progress when a portion of an assembly line is
congested, and to release the products when there is availability to process items. Buffers may operate in
either First‐In‐First‐Out (FIFO) or Last‐In‐First‐Out (LIFO) modes.
The buffer module Web Service provides two operations, one to load a pallet into the buffer, and one to
unload a pallet back to the conveyor system. When the load or unload operations complete, an event style
message is produced informing of the identification of the pallet that is being loaded/unloaded, and the
number of pallets loaded/free spaces in the buffer.
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Input
parameters

Operation

Description

Output parameters

Load

Load a pallet from the main line into
the buffer.

Pallet id,
pallet count

buffer

Unload

Unload/release a pallet from the buffer
onto the main line.

Pallet id,
pallet count

buffer

Event (pub/
sub)

Figure 91: A buffer module HMI screenshot.
Load station
A load station module is used to initialise a pallet with a base product, and to introduce the pallet into the
assembly line flow. The station itself is composed of a layout‐specific combination of conveyors, and an
operator interface.
The load station Web Service is provided by an embedded device with HMI functions that, when invoked,
will command the operator (through the operator panel) to initialise the pallet, providing application‐
specific information about what to load. Upon completion and dispatch of the pallet, an event‐type message
is produced by the HMI device.

Operation

Description

Input
parameters

Output parameters

Initialize
pallet

Commands the initialisation of a
pallet with a base product.

process‐specific
data

Pallet id + process‐
specific data

Event
(pub/ sub)
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Unload station
An unload station module is used to unload a finished product from a pallet, return the empty pallet to the
start of the system, and initiate the logistic cycle of the finished product. The station itself is composed of a
layout‐specific combination of conveyors, and an operator interface.
The unload station Web Service is provided by an embedded device with HMI functions that, when
invoked, will command the operator (through the operator panel) to unload the product, providing
application‐specific information about what the subsequent operations are. Usually, the product will be
boxed at this time together with accompanying materials such as user manuals, cables, etc. The Web Service
invocation will carry the information about what materials to include, as well as where to store the boxed
product. Upon completion, an event‐type message is produced containing information about the final state
of the product, and about the dispatch of an empty pallet.

Operation

Description

Input parameters

Output parameters

Unload
pallet

Commands the unloading of a
pallet with a finished product.

Boxing instructions,
logistic data

Product
data,
Empty pallet id

Event
(pub/ sub)

Manual assembly station

Figure 92: A manual assembly station.

A manual assembly station offers a working environment for a single operator to perform assorted manual
assembly tasks. A manual assembly station is physically composed by a set of conveyors that enable
transferring a pallet from the main line into the operator area, and then back into the main line after the
process is completed. The station is also equipped with a display where operator instructions are shown, and
with parts and tools supplies.
In addition to the Web Services provided by the conveyors that form the station, a Web Service is provided
is provided by an embedded device with HMI functions in order to invoke the manual assembly process, i.e.
to give the operator the command to perform a process with given parameters (parts, assembly
configuration, etc). When the operator completes the process, s/he will use a simple panel to report that the
operation has been completed (successfully or with any reported parameters or errors). Upon completion, an
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event message is generated, to which several devices and/or software applications may subscribe, in order to
follow the progress made on the product.

Operation

Description

Input
parameters

Execute
Process

Commands the execution of the
manual assembly process.

process‐specific
data

Output parameters
Pallet id + process‐
specific data

Event
(pub/ sub)

Robot assembly cell

Figure 93: A robot assembly cell.

A robot assembly cell provides a series of automated assembly processes implemented by a robot
manipulator and associated tooling. In addition, the cell is equipped with a series of conveyor modules in
order to move material from the main line to the robot work area, and vice versa.
In addition to the Web Services provided by the conveyors that form the robot cell, a Web Service is
provided to invoke an automated assembly process. The invocation carries information about what parts to
assemble, what tooling to use, what pre‐defined program to use, or other process‐specific parameters. Upon
completion of the assembly process, an event message is generated, to which several devices and/or software
applications may subscribe, in order to follow the progress made on the product.

Operation

Description

Input
parameters

Output parameters

Execute
Process

Commands the execution of a pre‐
defined assembly process.

process‐specific
data

Pallet id + process‐
specific data

Event
(pub/ sub)

In addition to the synchronous Web Service invocations, the robot assembly cell may generate a set of
asynchronous event‐type messages. These event messages report situations such as:
•

Low level of parts

•

Out of parts

•

Parts/components loaded (e.g. new feeder or component tray)

•

Tool changed

•

etc
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Test/inspection/repair unit
A test/inspection/repair unit is used in order to test the proper functioning of a product, to inspect certain
regions of interest of the product in search of defects, and/or to repair faults.
The Web Service is provided by an embedded device with HMI functions that, when invoked, will
command the operator (through a display) to perform either:
•

A test routine

•

An inspection procedure

•

A repair procedure

The Web Service invocation will carry instructions that are specific to the product. Upon completion, an
event‐type message is produced containing information about the result of the operation.

Operation
Test/ inspection/
procedure

Description
repair

Instruct
routine.

a

Input parameters
given

product‐specific
data

Output
parameters

Event
sub)

(pub/

Pallet id + results

X‐Z robot manipulator
An X‐Z robot manipulator is used to transfer pallets from the main conveyor line to a stacked process area.
The manipulator provides movement along the X (horizontal) axis and the Z (vertical) axis, allowing the
placements of pallets in a matrix of process stations that can be used e.g. for testing processes. The matrix
could also be used for storage as a buffer area, where vertical stacking buffers cannot be used due to the size
of the product.
The robot manipulator provides three Web Services in order to invoke different operations. One Web Service
is used to invoke the movement into a target location. The remaining two Web Services are used to load a
pallet into manipulator from the main conveyor line or from a process cell, and for the reverse process.
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Figure 94: An X‐Z robot manipulator.

Input
parameters

Operation

Description

Move

Move the manipulator to a given
coordinate set.

Load

Load the manipulator.

Location, pallet ID.

Unload

Unload the manipulator.

Location, pallet ID.

Target location.

Output parameters
Reached
pallet ID.

Event (pub/
sub)

location,

Figure 95: Manipulator HMI screenshots.
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1.7.1. Use Case UC1.7.01 Conveyor transfer
1.7.1.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the transfer of a pallet from a source conveyor to an adjacent destination conveyor, as
illustrated in Figure 96. Both conveyors provide services that can be invoked in order to move the pallet. An
orchestrator is in charge of coordinating the invocation of the services. The orchestrator may be deployed in
a dedicated platform, or it may be embedded in either conveyor. In the latter case, the conveyor is said to be
a “smart” conveyor because it is able to interact autonomously with its neighbouring conveyors, as opposed
to being purely reactive to higher‐level commands.

Figure 96: Conveyor transfer.

1.7.1.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Verify preconditions.

2

Send commands to source and destination conveyor.

3

Wait for transfer completion at destination conveyor.

4

Stop transfer out operation at source conveyor.

1.7.1.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Verify preconditions
The orchestrator must verify that the source conveyor is loaded and that the destination conveyor is
unloaded. If these conditions are not met, the orchestrator must wait until they are.
Step 2: Send initial commands
Two services are invoked simultaneously:
1.

The source conveyor transfer‐out service is invoked. As input parameter, the direction is set so that
the transfer occurs in the direction of the correct destination conveyor (two directions possible).

2.

The destination conveyor transfer‐in service is invoked. As input parameter, the direction is set so
that the transfer occurs in the direction from the source conveyor (two directions possible).

Before the services are invoked, the orchestrator must ensure that:
1.

There is a pallet loaded at the source conveyor

2.

The destination conveyor is unloaded.

Step 3: Wait for completion
The orchestrator must wait until the transfer operation is completed. When the destination conveyor senses
that the pallet has reached the target position, an event message will be generated, and published to all
registered subscribers. Example subscribers are:
1.

The conveyor’s orchestrator.
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2.

The material flow monitoring system.

3.

Others.

Step 4: Stop source conveyor
The source conveyor will continue moving the belts endlessly, since it has no sensing resources to know
when the transfer has completed. Therefore, the orchestrator must invoke the transfer‐out service in order to
stop the movement, thus completing the transaction and enabling the conveyor to engage in subsequent
operations.

1.7.1.4.

Interaction scenarios

The following sequence diagrams illustrate the possible steps in the case that:
1.

A stand‐alone orchestrator is deployed.

2.

The source conveyor is equipped with sufficient intelligence to orchestrate the transfer.

Figure 97: Sequence of interactions for stand‐alone orchestrator scenario.
As illustrated in Figure 97, a stand‐alone orchestrator is in charge of coordinating the execution of the two
conveyors. The orchestrator must invoke the two conveyors, wait for an event from the destination
conveyor, and then stop the source conveyor. Event messages are published to all registered subscribers.

Figure 98: Sequence of interactions for “smart” conveyor orchestration.
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In Figure 98, the scenario where the source conveyor also takes the role of orchestrator is illustrated. The
service requestor (such as the material handling supervisory software) invokes the source conveyor to
transfer a pallet. The conveyor will locate the appropriate service for the destination and invoke the transfer
in operation. The source conveyor subscribes to the event of the destination, and upon notification of
completion, will stop its own operation (and notify its own set of subscribers).

1.7.2. Use Case UC1.7.02 Cross unit transfer
1.7.2.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the transfer of a pallet from a source conveyor to a perpendicularly adjacent
destination conveyor, utilising cross units in order to achieve the transversal displacement. The transfer
corresponds to Step 2 in Figure 99. The coordination of the services is provided by an orchestrator, which
may be a stand‐alone embedded device, or the functions of the orchestrator may be embedded in one of the
conveyor devices.
3

2

1

Figure 99: Sequence of conveyor transfers including use of cross units (step 2).

1.7.2.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Verify preconditions.

2

Raise both cross units.

3

Wait until both cross units are in high position.

4

Send commands to source and destination cross conveyors.

5

Wait for transfer completion at destination cross conveyor.

6

Stop transfer out operation at source cross conveyor.

7

Lower both cross units.

1.7.2.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Verify preconditions
The orchestrator must verify that the source location is loaded and the destination location is unloaded, or
wait until these conditions are met.
Step 2: Raise cross units
The Lift Web Service for both cross units is invoked, in order to raise the two modules.
Step 3: Wait for lift completion
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The orchestrator must wait until both cross units are raised and aligned. Each cross unit will send an event
message when the high position is reached. When both messages are received, the orchestrator may proceed
to the next step.
Steps 4‐6 Conveyor transfer
Steps 4‐6 correspond exactly to steps 2‐4 in the conveyor transfer use case (use case 1.7.01).
Step 7: Lower cross units
The final step is to lower the cross units. After the cross units are lowered, then:
1.

At the source location, the main conveyor can receive another pallet (step 1 in Figure 99).

2.

At the destination location, the pallet can be transferred to the next conveyor (step 3 in Figure 99).

1.7.3. Use Case UC1.7.03 Lifter transfer
1.7.3.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the transfer of a pallet through a series of conveyors, including a lifter module. The
pallet starts at the main level of the assembly line, and at the end of the use case it is in the lower level
(return line). An orchestrator is in charge of coordinating the invocation of the services. The orchestrator
may be deployed in a dedicated platform, or it may be embedded in one of the modules.

Figure 100: Sequence of conveyor transfers through a lifter module.

1.7.3.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Verify transfer preconditions.

2

Raise lifter, if necessary.

3

Wait until in high position.

4

Transfer pallet.

5

Lower lifter.

6

Wait until in low position.

7

Verify transfer preconditions.

8

Transfer pallet.

1.7.3.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Verify transfer preconditions
The orchestrator must verify that the source conveyor is loaded and the lifter conveyor is unloaded, or wait
until these conditions are met.
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Step 2: Raise lifter
If the lifter is in the low position, the orchestrator must invoke the lift Web Service in order to raise the lifter
conveyor to the high position.
Step 3: Wait for lifter
The orchestrator waits until it receives an event message signalling that the conveyor is in the high position.
Step 4: Transfer pallet
The orchestrator invokes the conveyor Web Services in order to transfer the pallet into the lifter, as specified
in steps 2‐4 of the conveyor transfer use case (use case 1.7.01).
Step 5: Lower lifter
The orchestrator invokes the Lift Web Service in order to send the lift conveyor to the low position.
Step 6: Wait for lifter
The orchestrator waits until it receives an event message signalling that the conveyor is in the low position.
Step 7: Verify transfer preconditions
The orchestrator must verify that the destination conveyor is unloaded, or wait until this condition is met.
Step 8: Transfer pallet
The orchestrator invokes the conveyor Web Services in order to transfer the pallet into the lifter, as specified
in steps 2‐4 of the conveyor transfer use case (use case 1.7.01).

1.7.4. Use Case UC1.7.04 Pallet at routing point
1.7.4.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario where a pallet may be transferred in one of three possible directions. It is
also possible to have a use case where the pallet may be transferred in one of two directions. Figure
101illustrates such a scenario with three possible routes, requiring a decision‐making process to determine
which route to follow. Direction 2 follows the main transfer line, while directions 1 and3 send the pallet
into assembly stations. If neither one of the processes provided by the assembly stations at this stage are
needed, direction 2 is followed. If the assembly stations offer different types of processes, the pallet is
routed according to the required process. If the station offer the same type(s) of process(es), then the routing
into either station is decided according to line balancing algorithms.

Figure 101: Routing point with three alternative routes.
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1.7.4.2.
N°

Step list

V. N°

Name

1

Pallet arrives at routing point, event message
generated.

2

Invoke transfer
2a

Invoke transfer in direction 1

2b

Invoke transfer in direction 2

2c

Invoke transfer in direction 3

1.7.4.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Pallet arrives
The pallet arrives at the conveyor after a transfer operation, such as that depicted in use case 1.7.01, and an
event message is generated. The line management software receives a copy of the event message, which
includes the unique ID of the pallet.
Step 2: Invoke transfer
According to the production requirements, the line management software selects the appropriate transfer
directions and invokes a transfer according to either use case 1.7.01 or 1.7.02.

1.7.5. Use Case UC1.7.05 Transfer into junction
1.7.5.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario where a pallet needs to be transferred into a junction point, i.e. a position
where pallets may simultaneously arrive from different directions. Figure 102 illustrates a scenario where
two routing paths merge at a junction point. An arbitration mechanism is needed in order to avoid collisions
caused by potentially simultaneous transfers.

Figure 102: Junction point with two confluent routing paths.
1.7.5.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Pallet arrives at position previous to junction, event generated.

2

Line management software acquires a lock on the junction.

3

The pallet is transferred.

4

The line management software releases the lock.

Focus
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1.7.5.3.

Step description

Step 1: Pallet arrives
A pallet arrives at the position immediately before the junction, generating an event message reporting the
new location of the pallet.
Step 2: Lock acquired
Before the transfer operation is invoked, the line management software acquires a software lock on a mutex
assigned to the particular junction. If the lock is already held by another process (meaning that a pallet is
being transferred into the same junction from another direction), then the software waits until the lock is
released.

Step 3: Pallet transferred
Once that the lock is held, the pallet is transferred into the junction, using a transfer operation such as that
depicted in either use case 1.7.01 or 1.7.02.
Step 4: Lock released
After the operation is completed, the lock is released, allowing pallets to transfer from other directions.

1.7.6. Use Case UC1.7.06, Pallet loading
1.7.6.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario where a pallet is loaded with a base product and introduced into the
main flow of the system.

1.7.6.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Pallet arrives at load station, event message produced.

2

HMI Web Service invoked information on what to load.

3

Operator loads pallet.

4

Event message produced by operator HMI device.

5

Pallet transferred out

1.7.6.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Pallet arrives
A pallet arrives at the loading station following a transfer according to use case 1.7.01. An event message is
produced, containing the location and pallet ID. The supervisory software receives a copy of this message.
Step 2: HMI Web Service invoked
The supervisory software invokes the Load Station HMI Web Service, providing information to the operator
about what materials/parts/base product to load on the pallet.
Step 3: Operator loads pallet
The operator loads the pallet. The operator may scan the barcodes or read the RFID tags of the parts being
loaded, and these are recorded by the HMI embedded device.
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Step 4: Event message produced
The operator uses the pushbutton interface in order to signal that the pallet has been loaded. (Alternatively,
a button may be used to signal an error, lack of parts, etc). An event message is produced, containing
information about the pallet ID, the parts that were loaded, and the operator ID. All subscribed software
applications receive a copy of this information.
Step 5: Pallet transferred out
The line management software invokes the conveyor Web Services in order to transfer the pallet into the
main line.

1.7.7. Use Case UC1.7.07, Pallet unloading
1.7.7.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario where a finished product is unloaded from a pallet, and the empty pallet
is sent back to the beginning of the system.

1.7.7.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Pallet arrives at the unload station, event message generated.

2

HMI Web Service invoked, information on how to handle product.

3

Operator unloads pallet.

4

Event message produced by operator HMI device.

5

Pallet transferred back to beginning of line.

1.7.7.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Pallet arrives
A pallet arrives at the unload station following a transfer according to use case 1.7.01. An event message is
produced, containing the location and pallet ID. The supervisory software receives a copy of this message.
Step 2: HMI Web Service invoked
The supervisory software invokes the Unload Station HMI Web Service, providing information to the
operator about what case to use to store the product, and what accompanying materials/manuals/parts to
place in the case.
Step 3: Operator unloads pallet
The operator unloads the product and places it into the case/box. The operator may scan barcodes/RFID tags
of parts/books/accessories placed in the case, which are recorded by the HMI embedded device.
Step 4: Event produced
The operator uses the pushbutton interface in order to signal that the pallet has been unloaded.
(Alternatively, a button may be used to signal an error, etc). An event message is produced, containing
information about the pallet ID, the product that was placed in the case, the case barcode/RFID tag, and the
operator ID. All subscribed software applications receive a copy of this information.
Step 5: Pallet sent back
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The line management software invokes the conveyor to transfer the pallet out, and places it in the return
route back to the loading area.

1.7.8. Use Case UC1.7.08 Manual assembly operation
1.7.8.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario in which a pallet arrives at a manual assembly station and the operator
performs the assembly process. Instructions are displayed for the operator, as every product may use
different processes or parts. An event message is produced when the operation is completed.

1.7.8.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Pallet arrives at the assembly station, event message generated.

2

HMI Web Service invoked, information on how to assemble
product.

3

Operator assembles product.

4

Event message produced by operator HMI device.

5

Pallet transferred back to main transfer line.

1.7.8.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Pallet arrives
A pallet arrives at the unload station following a transfer according to use case 1.7.04. An event message is
produced, containing the location and pallet ID. The supervisory software receives a copy of this message.
Step 2: HMI Web Service invoked
The supervisory software invokes Web Service provided by HMI device attached to the assembly station.
The Web Service invocation carries information about the methods and parts to be used in the assembly
process, which are displayed to the operator through the HMI display.
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Figure 103: Operators’ standard view when the station is started

Step 3: Operator assembles product
The operator assembles the product following the instructions provided.

Step 4: Event produced
The operator uses the HMI pushbutton interface in order to signal that the assembly has been completed
(different pushbuttons may be used to report conditions such as OK, error, repair needed, etc). An event
message is produced by the HMI device, and delivered to all software applications that are subscribed.
Step 5: Pallet transferred to main line
The line management software invokes the conveyor Web Service in order to transfer the pallet back into the
main line, following the steps described in use case 1.7.05.

1.7.9. Use Case UC1.7.09 Robot assembly operation
1.7.9.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario in which an assembly operation is performed by a robotised assembly
cell.

1.7.9.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Pallet arrives at the assembly station, event message generated.

2

Robot Web Service invoked.

3

Event message produced by robot Web Service.

4

Pallet transferred back to main transfer line.

Focus
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1.7.9.3.

Step description

Step 1: Pallet arrives
A pallet arrives at the robot cell station following a transfer such as use case 1.7.04. An event message is
produced, containing the location and pallet ID. The supervisory software receives a copy of this message.
Step 2: Robot invoked
The supervisory software invokes the Robot Web Service in order to perform the assembly process. The Web
Service may provide several actions, allowing the software to invoke different types of processes according
to the product being assembled. The parameters provided with the invocation provide information to the
robot about what pars and processes to employ.
Step 3: Event message produced
Upon completion of the process, the robot produces an event message containing information about the
product/pallet ID, the parts/components used, results of the process, etc. All subscribed software
applications receive a copy of this message.
Step 4: Pallet transferred out
The line management software invokes the conveyor Web Service in order to transfer the pallet back into the
main line, following the steps described in use case 1.7.05.

1.7.10. Use Case UC1.7.10 Test/inspection/repair operation
1.7.10.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario in which a product is tested/inspected.

1.7.10.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Pallet arrives at the station, event message generated.

2

HMI Web Service invoked, information on how to test/repair
product.

3

Operator tests/repairs product.

4

Event message produced by operator HMI device.

5

Pallet transferred back to main transfer line.

1.7.10.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Pallet arrives
A pallet arrives at the test/repair station following a transfer according to use case 1.7.04. An event message
is produced, containing the location and pallet ID. The supervisory software receives a copy of this message.
Step 2: HMI Web Service invoked
The supervisory software invokes Web Service provided by HMI device attached to the test/repair station.
The Web Service invocation carries information about the test procedures there are required, the regions of
interest for inspection, and/or repair procedures, which are displayed to the operator through the HMI
display.
Step 3: Operator tests/repairs product
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The operator tests/repairs the product following the instructions provided.
Step 4: Event produced
The operator uses the HMI pushbutton interface in order to signal different results of the procedure: e.g. all
tests successful, repairs made, inspection failed, etc. An event message is produced by the HMI device, and
delivered to all software applications that are subscribed.
Step 5: Pallet transferred to main line
The line management software invokes the conveyor Web Service in order to transfer the pallet back into the
main line, following the steps described in use case 1.7.05. According to the results, the pallet may then be
transferred into another repair station, etc.

1.7.11. Use Case UC1.7.11 Product order
1.7.11.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario in which an ERP system sends a new order to manufacture a given
product or batch of products.

1.7.11.2.

Step list

N°

Name

Focus

1

Order captured by ERP system.

2

MES Web Service invoked.

3

Order placed in waiting list.

1.7.11.3.

Step description

Step 1: Order capture
The ERP system captures or generates an order for manufacture of a given product.
Step 2: MES invocation
The ERP system invokes the MES Web Service, requesting the production of a given product, quantity, with
a given dealine/priority. If a reference number is not provided, the Web Service will generate an own
reference number and return it to the ERP.
Step 3: Order queued
The MES places the order in its production wait list.

1.7.12. Use Case UC1.7.12 Product order modified/deleted
1.7.12.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario in which a production order is either modified or deleted. The order
may be in progress when it is modified, and the MES must respond if it is able to modify the order or not.

1.7.12.2.
N°

V. N°

Step list

Name

1

ERP invokes MES Web Service.

2

MES verifies that order is still in waiting list.

Focus
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3

MES response.
3a

The order is modified and replaced in the waiting list

3b

The work in progress is discarded and a new order is placed.

3c

The work in progress is completed and stocked, a new order is placed.

3d

The work in progress is completed and the request is rejected.

1.7.12.3.

Step description

Step 1: MES Invoked
The ERP invokes the MES Web Service with a request to change an order, identified by the reference number
generated when the original order was placed.
Step 2: MES verifies order status
The MES verifies whether the order is still in waiting list, if it is actively being processed, or if it has been
recently completed.
Step 3: MES response
The MES will respond to the request according to:
•

The state of the order

•

Request parameters

If the order was still in the waiting list, it will be modified directly. If the order is in progress, then the
request may be rejected, or the work in progress may be completed/discarded and a new order is placed in
the waiting list. Likewise, if the order has been recently completed, then the change request may be rejected,
or a new order is placed in the waiting list. In these cases, the finished product that corresponds to the
original request is stocked and may be used to satisfy future orders.

1.7.13. Use Case UC1.7.13 Product order complete
1.7.13.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario in which the assembly of a given product or batch of products is
completed, and the MES sends a report to the ERP system on the production.

Figure 104: Product order complete actions
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1.7.13.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

A product is unloaded from a pallet and boxed.

2

The MES publishes an event‐style message with information
about the order that has been completed.

1.7.13.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Product unloaded
A product is unloaded from the assembly line following use case 1.7.07. The MES is subscribed to the event
message and receives notification that the product has been placed in a case.
Step 2: Event published
The MES publishes a new event message containing the information that was collected during the different
assembly stages of the product. The ERP system is subscribed to this message and receives a copy when it is
generated.

1.7.14. Use Case UC1.7.14 Product order failed
1.7.14.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the scenario in which the assembly of a given product or batch of products fails to be
completed, and the MES sends a notification to the ERP system on the failure and reasons for failure.

1.7.14.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

A non‐recoverable error condition is detected in production.

2

The MES publishes an event‐style message with information
about the order that has failed.

3

Next order processed.

1.7.14.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Failure detected
The MES receives event messages from the line, and detects an error condition which cannot be fixed.
Possible scenarios include:
•

Assembly stations are out of parts.

•

Test/inspection failed and cannot be repaired.

•

Test/inspection fails for the first few items in a batch (e.g. first 10 product) and detects a batch of
faulty components (e.g. faulty motherboards). The entire order is cancelled until the motherboard
components are replaced.

Step 2: Event published
The MES publishes a new event message containing the information that was collected during the different
assembly stages of the product. The message also contains an error code for the type of failure and a
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description, which may be pre‐programmed or entered by an operator through HMI. The ERP system is
subscribed to this message and receives a copy when it is generated. The ERP can then respond to the failure
e.g. by ordering missing/faulty components.
Step 2: Next order processed
The MES continues processing other orders. If other orders use the same missing/faulty components, they
are placed on hold. Only orders that can be completed in the given situation are processed.

1.7.15. Use Case UC1.7.15 Order dispatch
1.7.15.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the dispatch of an order that was previously requested by the ERP system following
the steps in use case 1.7.11. This use case describes the steps that the MES will implement in order to
complete the production of an order, from pallet load through assembly through unload.

1.7.15.2.

Step list

N°

Name

1

Free pallet made available.

2

Pallet transferred to load station.

3

Order retrieved from wait list.

4

Load station HMI Web Service invoked, pallet loaded.

5

Pallet transferred into main line.

6

Order removed from wait list.

1.7.15.3.

Focus

Step description

Step 1: Free pallet
A pallet in the system becomes available, either because a product has been unloaded and the pallet is
returned, or a new pallet is introduced into the system.
Step 2: Transfer to load station
The free pallet is transferred through the return line to the load station, following a sequence of steps as
described in use cases 1.7.01 and 1.7.03.
Step 3: Order retrieved
The MES retrieves an order from the wait list. The order is selected according to:
•

Priority

•

Deadline

•

Time spent in queue

Step 4: Pallet loaded
The pallet is loaded following the steps described in use case 1.7.06.
Step 5: Pallet transferred
The pallet is transferred into the main line following the steps described in use cases 1.7.01 and 1.7.02. The
Line Management portion of the MES software tracks the pallet through its RFID tag in order to guide the
product to the required assembly stations and collect production data from the generated events.
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Step 6: Order removed from wait list
The MES removes the order from the waiting list and is placed in the list of active orders.

1.7.16. Use Case UC1.7.16 Initial line configuration
1.7.16.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the steps that are followed in order to initially set up an assembly line for production.

1.7.16.2.
N°

V. N°

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Discover available module

2

Create a model of the layout
2a

The modules automatically detect their neighbours and report
through metadata exchange.

2b

An operator manually introduces the neighbours for each module.

3

Subscription to conveyor events.

4

Subscription to process events.

5

Initial state acquisition.

1.7.16.3.

Step description

Step 1: Discovery of modules
The MES software discovers the available Web Services provided by the different modules. The discovery
may be performed, e.g.:
•

Through WS‐Discovery “Hello” messages when the modules are powered up.

•

The MES software may send WS‐Discovery “Probe” messages searching for particular types of
modules.

Step 2: Layout acquisition
The MES software must acquire information about the physical layout of the modules, information such as
the interconnections between conveyor modules, but also about the location of the different. The layout
acquisition may occur in different ways, such as:
•

The modules automatically detect their neighbours, and this information is provided to the MES
software. The MES then compiles the relative neighbour information from all modules to create a
whole picture.

•

An operator manually introduces the data about the interconnections between modules.

Step 3: Subscription to conveyor events
The MES software subscribes to the event messages that are published by the conveyor modules. The event
messages will be used to track the flow of material through the line.
Step 4: Subscription to process events
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The MES software subscribes to the event messages that are published by the assembly stations (manual and
robotised), as well as from other process stations such as test/repair. These messages are used to track the
state of each product in the line and to collect information about the genealogy of each product. The
messages are also used to track the utilisation and OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) metrics, which
may also be used for purposes such as line balancing.

Figure 105: Process monitoring

Step 5: Initial state acquisition
The MES software acquires from each module its current state, in order to detect the initial population of the
line with pallets, and to detect the set up of the assembly stations.

1.7.17. Use Case UC1.7.17 Line re-configuration: new conveyor path
1.7.17.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the case in which conveyors are added to the line in order to provide additional
routing paths.

1.7.17.2.
N°

V. N°

Step list

Name

1

Conveyors announce themselves.

2

MES acquires layout.

3

2a

The conveyors automatically detect their neighbours and
report through metadata exchange.

2b

An operator manually introduces the neighbours for each
conveyor.

Focus

MES subscribes to conveyor events.
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1.7.17.3.

Step description

Step 1: Conveyors discovered
The conveyors send multicast WS‐Discovery “Hello” messages, which are received by the MES.
Step 2: Layout acquisition
The MES then acquires the location of the new conveyors. If the conveyors are able to detect their
neighbours, then the information is automatically acquired using metadata exchange. Otherwise, the layout
must be entered manually, probably assisted by a visual tool.
Step 3: Event subscription
The MES subscribes to the events produced by the new conveyors in order to follow the flow of material.

1.7.18. Use Case UC1.7.18 Line re-configuration: station goes offline
1.7.18.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the case in which a manual/robot assembly station goes offline, either in a controlled
or un‐controlled manner.

1.7.18.2.
N°

V. N°

1

Step list

Name

Focus

Station goes offline
1a

Controlled shutdown, station sends “Bye” message.

1b

Unexpected shutdown, offline condition detected by failed
invocation.

2

MES removes station from layout.

3

Pallet re‐routed, if necessary.

1.7.18.3.

Step description

Step 1: Station goes offline
The offline condition of a station is detected in one of two ways:
•

The station announces that it is going offline, e.g. multicasting a “Bye” message

•

The MES attempts to invoke the station’s Web Service and fails after a number of retries. The station
is then deemed to be off line.

Step 2: Station removed from layout
The MES will remove the station from the active layout, so that no further pallets are routed in that direction.
Step 3: Pallets re‐routed
If a pallet was currently in transit towards the offline station, the pallet is re‐routed to another available
station. If necessary, the pallet will pass through a lifter and be sent back through the return line.
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1.7.19. Use Case UC1.7.19 Line re-configuration: new station online
1.7.19.1.

Use case description

This use case describes the case in which a new station goes online. This case covers the situations in which:
•

The line is expanded/scaled up

•

A manual assembly station is upgraded to a robotized station

1.7.19.2.
N°

V. N°

Step list

Name

Focus

1

Station announces itself.

2

MES acquires location.

3

2a

The station detects neighbour conveyors and report through
metadata exchange.

2b

An operator manually introduces the location of the station.
MES subscribes to process events.

1.7.19.3.

Step description

Step 1: Station discovered
The station sends a multicast WS‐Discovery “Hello” message, which is received by the MES.

Step 2: Location acquisition
The MES then acquires the location of the new station. If the station is able to detect its neighbour conveyors,
then the information is automatically acquired using metadata exchange. Otherwise, the location must be
entered manually, probably assisted by a visual tool.
Step 3: Process event subscription
The MES subscribes to the events produced by the new station in order to track the components used and
the state of the equipment (e.g. for OEE metrics and line balancing).
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2. Terms used
Abbreviation

Explanation

APL

Active Production List

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

DPL

Dayly Production List

DCS

Distributed Control System

FPL

Finished Production List

HMI

Human Machine Interface

I/O

Input / Output

In

Input

IP

Internet Protocol

MAS

Multi Agent System

OEE

Overall Equipment Effectiveness

Out

Output

PID

Proportional Integral Derivative controller

PDA

Personal Digital Assistent

PLC

Programmable Logical Controler

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SFC

Sequential Function Chart

SNIR

Signal to Noise and Interference Ration

SOA

Service Oriented Architecture

UC

Use Case

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

UML

Unified Markup Language

WSAN

Wireless Sensor Actuator Network

WSN

Wireless Sensor Network

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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